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Abstract 

This thesis is a pilot study, designed to test and develop methods suitable for the study of Scandinavian flint 
spearhead functionality. The functionality of projectile and lithic point armament has not been studied for 
almost 30 years in Scandinavia. Meanwhile, methods used to analyse lithic projectiles have developed 
considerably. However, few of these methods are precise enough to be used in conjunction with Scandinavian 
stone technological analyses that emphasize the societal aspect of lithic points. Consequently, two methods 
were chosen that could provide data for Scandinavian research issues: 3D-scanning/continuum mechanical 
simulations and organic residue analysis. The methods were tested on 6 experimental spearheads. The 
continuum mechanical simulation generated both visual and numerical data that could be used to create 
precise functional-morphological descriptions. The data could also potentially be used for projectile point 
classification. The organic residue analysis revealed promising results for the use of an artefact and activity 
specific analysis, with a sequential extraction protocol. In unison, the results from both analyses could be used 
to reveal how spearheads were functionally designed and used in Stone Age Scandinavia, even though there 
are methodological and technological issues that need solving. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Current Scandinavian Stone Age research is occupied with an abundance of interesting finds and 

compelling sites. A prominent area of research is the study of lithic technology and the organization 

and diffusion of technological traditions (see for example Knutsson et al. 2018). However, there is an 

area of research closely related to lithic technology, which has been left largely unexplored for 

decades: the study of stone weapon functionality. Furthermore, among Stone Age weapons, perhaps 

no other weapon has received as little attention as the stone headed spear. In contrast to the 

Scandinavian situation, international interest in projectile and stone point armament research has 

been keen in recent years. In 2016, a large anthology on lithic point armament was published (Iovita 

& Sano 2016) and articles on this theme are regularly accepted in international journals. 

Furthermore, functional stone spearhead analyses occur among the texts in the anthology published 

in 2016 (Iovita et al. 2016; Sano et al. 2016), as well as in international journals (see for example 

Wilkins et al. 2014; Milks et al. 2016a). Simultaneously, analyses that could be beneficial for 

functional analyses of lithic artefacts have developed considerably. Perhaps foremost, organic 

residue analysis has been discussed and performed with various analytical techniques (see for 

example Rots et al. 2017; Croft et al. 2018a). The presence of methods and analytical techniques, for 

the study of lithic points in general and lithic spearheads in particular, provides inspiration for 

analyses of Scandinavian artefacts. However, to apply these methods directly on Scandinavian lithic 

spearheads would be problematic. Contrary to Scandinavian Stone Age research, international 

projectile research is predominantly focused on Palaeolithic material and research issues are often 

formulated to answer questions concerning human technological, cognitive and subsistence 

evolution. For the reason of making projectile research methods applicable to a Scandinavian 

material, this thesis is a pilot study, aimed at experimentally testing and developing theories and 

methods suitable for the study of the functionality of Scandinavian flint spearheads.   

 

 

1.1. Literature review 
 

1.1.1 Flint spearheads in Fennoscandinavia 
Flint objects that are universally defined as spearheads do not occur regularly in the Swedish 

archaeological material. In fact, unambiguous flint spearheads are not widespread among artefacts 

from Stone Age Europe. By preference, in most European Mesolithic and Neolithic contexts, if flint 

was fastened to spear shafts, it was likely in the form of a composite microlith and/or microblade 

armament, much like the slotted bone points (Lidén 1942). Even though examples that were 

previously defined as spearheads are now considered daggers (Larsson 2005). The introduction of 

obviously definable flint spearheads appears to be related to the spread of bifacial points and 

pressure-flaking in Europe and Scandinavia. In the Balkans, pressure-flaked spearheads emerged in 

the Balkan Late Neolithic, around 5500 to 5000 BC (Chapman 1999: 119ff). Thereafter, pressure-

flaking spread to the north-west through Europe and around 2500 BC true pressure-flaking began to 

be practiced in Southern Scandinavia (Apel & Darmark 2007; Apel 2011). As a consequence, flint 

spearheads were in use in Southern Scandinavia in the succeeding late Neolithic and during the 

Bronze Age (fig. 1). However, even though pressure-flaking and flint spearheads were introduced late 

in Southern Scandinavia, pressure-flaking had existed much earlier in Eastern and Northern 
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Fennoscandinavia and lithic spearheads of other material than flint occurred throughout the 

Scandinavian Stone Age. Large slate points, likely used as spearheads, had been produced since the 

Mesolithic in different parts of Northern and Eastern Fennoscandinavia and were employed in most 

parts of Fennoscandinavia throughout the Neolithic (Taffinder 1998: 100ff). Furthermore, bifacial 

points of flint, as well as quartz and quartzite also appeared earlier in northern and eastern 

Fennoscandinavia than flint spearheads in southern Scandinavia (see for example Olsson 1914; Holm 

1991; Halén 1994: 100-127; Bergman 1995: 54ff, 128f; Apel 2012). Several of the bifacial points 

discovered in Northern Fennoscandia are likely spearheads (fig. 2). Although numerous potential 

types of spearheads exists in the Scandinavian archaeological material, they are rarely studied as 

such. In fact, Scandinavian flint spearheads have only been the exclusive focus of one study (Becker 

1956; cf. Karsten 1994: 86f). Arguably, flint spearheads have not been studied because they are 

relatively rare, not widely distributed, at least not in southern Scandinavia, and do not occur in 

graves (cf. Karsten 1994: 86). As an alternative, a reason why archaeologist hesitate to study stone 

spearheads is that, as a morphological midpoint between arrowheads and daggers, they are harder 

to define and categorize. In addition, a spearhead definition is a functional definition, thus requiring 

considerations that are not purely morphological. In contrast, Nordic bifacial arrowheads and flint 

daggers figure quite frequently in Stone Age research (Apel 2001; 2005; Apel et al. 2005; Apel 2006; 

2016; Darmark & Apel 2008; Mjaerum 2012; Olausson 2012; Strand Tanner 2015; Frieman & Eriksen 

2015).  

 

 

Figure 1 Various flint points from Southern Sweden, classified as spearheads in the collection of Historiska museet. Notice 
the morphological variation and the fact that the two top examples could have equally been classified as daggers. Top left:  
SHM 14169:5, from Björkenäs, Hjo parish, Västergötland. Photo by Elin Fornander. Top right: a point classified as a 
spearhead/dagger, SHM 27911x4y15, Rössberga, Valtorp parish, Västergötland. Photo by Sara Kusmin. Bottom left: SHM 
8543: 1, from Sätra, Edebo parish, Uppland. Photo by Marcus Persson. Bottom right: Late Bronze Age point SHM 30100 F1, 
from Skarpbrunna, Botkyrka parish, Södermanland. Photo by Anna Romanova. 
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As indicated above, interest in late Neolithic flint spearheads is shadowed by the research of the 

more numerous and intricate Nordic flint daggers. Originally, however, flint daggers without a 

distinct handle were classified as spearheads (Worsaae 1860:15; Madsen 1868: Taf. 34-37; Montelius 

1872-74: 12ff; see Apel 2001: 252-275 for an extensive literature review). It was Sophus Müller that 

created the typological division between spearheads and flint daggers. Müller excluded artefacts that 

had a continuous edge and a straight base from the flint dagger category, thus making functionally 

ambiguous objects, such as the subsequent type I daggers (see fig. 3), a clearly typologically defined 

flint dagger category (Müller 1888; 1902). Additionally, Müller referred to how these daggers were 

placed in graves (beside the hip of the deceased), to strengthen his argument.  Afterwards, Müllers 

categorization has been confirmed by a type I dagger with preserved sheath and handle from 

Wiepenkathen in Germany and by use-wear analysis identifying the use of handles and leather 

sheaths on British examples (Cassau 1935; Green et al. 1982; Grace 1990: 11; Apel 2001: 254). If 

Peter Vang Petersens book Flint fra Danmarks oldtid from 1993 can be considered a reflection of flint 

categorization consensus (see Mjærum 2012 for a diverging perspective on arrowhead length), 

bifacial flint spearheads are still delimited by Müllers criteria. Additionally, this consensus 

demarcates spearheads from contemporary bifacial arrowheads by imposing an 8 cm lower limit on 

length (Vang Petersen 1993: 136). In conclusion, even though the late Neolithic South Scandinavian 

flint typology is sound, spearheads give the impression of being artefacts left out when more 

important objects were categorized.  

 

 

Figure 2 A Northern Swedish flint point, classified as a spearhead in the collection of Historiska museet: SHM 12541, from 
Korpikå, Nederkalix parish, Norrbotten. Photo by Eva Vedin.   
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South Scandinavian flint spearheads do occur in academic writing occasionally. Nonetheless, Carl 

Johan Beckers (1957) chronological study of narrow coarsely serrated “lance-heads” is the only work 

where Scandinavian flint spearheads figure exclusively and Per Karstens (1994: 86f) thesis on Scanian 

Neolithic offerings is the only analysis where spearhead find contexts are reflected upon. However, 

though spearheads have been eclipsed from academic limelight, functional considerations have 

continued to occasionally make them relevant in relations to other types of artefact. For instance, 

spearheads were an important part of the typological discussions of lithic weapons during the 1920s 

in Sweden. When Oscar Montelius (1924) discussed Stone Age spearheads, he analysed them 

alongside daggers and arrowheads, in a way reflecting modern day approaches to the study of 

projectiles and lithic point armament (see below). To be precise, he was open to the idea of 

multifunctional weaponry, by suggesting that some daggers could also have been used as spears. A 

similar dilemma, of relating a stone point to a functional category, is evident in Axel Bagges (1923) 

contemporary analysis of slate points. Bagge reiterates Sune Lindqvists categorization of large slate 

points as northern Scandinavian copies of flint daggers, while at the same time citing Lindqvists 

personal comments, where he used Inuit “fish spears” as an analogy to the hafting of tanged large 

slate points. Even though the functional observations and discussions in Montelius and Bagges texts 

reflects some of today’s projectile research problems and approaches, they are far from systematic 

functional analyses. Unlike these studies, when Anders Fischer (1985: 9-21) argued that late 

Palaeolithic  Bromme points were used as arrowheads, rather than spearheads, he used both 

performance experiments and use-wear experiments reminiscent of current projectile studies (see 

below). Evidently, functional dimensions seem to be crucial when Scandinavian Stone Age 

spearheads occur in academic writing. 

 

 

Figure 3 Type I flint dagger, SHM 1461, from unknown location in Scania, Southern Sweden. Photo by Karin Olsson. 
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1.1.2 Scandinavian projectile and lithic point armament research 
In Scandinavia, systematic functional analysis of lithic points and projectile armament had its heydays 

in the 1970s and the 1980s. Swedish projectile experiments were initially associated with Thomas 

Johanssons general experimental work. Experiments that resulted in an academic analysis on slate 

arrowheads (Johansson 1977). Subsequently, two BA theses were published in 1985 (Zetterlund) and 

1990 (Söderberg) that included performance experiments with bows, arrows and various Palaeolithic  

and Mesolithic arrowheads. In Denmark, a couple of internationally influential experiments (see 

below) were published at the same time (Fischer et al. 1984; Fischer 1985; Fischer 1988; Friis-Hansen 

1990). Reflecting the Swedish texts, the Danish counterparts primarily focused on arrowheads. 

However, as presented above, Anders Fischers work also included spearheads. Contrary to the 1970s 

and 1980s, current Scandinavian Stone Age archaeology offers few example of projectile and lithic 

point armament research with a functional focus. Exceptions include an experimental project 

initiated on stone slotted bone points (http://arkeologerna.com/bloggar/stenaldersfolket-vid-

motala-strom/smatt-och-gott-3/. 2019-01-08). However, the Scandinavian situation differs from the 

general condition of systematic projectile research. Internationally, the issue of projectile and lithic 

point armament functionality is a thriving field of research. 

 

1.1.3 A brief history of international Stone Age projectile research 
The importance of projectile points, for the survival and evolution of humans, was evident, for 

philosophers and scientists, before archaeology developed into a mature discipline. In fact, the 

prevalence of hunting and fighting tools, as a defining part of human existence, can even be found in 

classical texts (Stoczkowski 2002). Projectile research, as an archaeological sub discipline, however, 

took a long time to develop. Archaeological research on projectile points, up until the mid-20th 

century, focused on their morphological categorization and on those performance characteristics 

that could be derived from “common sense” arguments (Iovita & Sano 2016: 289). Early research on 

projectile points was also very much a part of the grand project of creating typologies and mapping 

geographic distributions (Knecht 1997: 5f). However, during the 1960s and 1970s, conditions that 

were to be necessary for the further development of projectile point research, were coming into 

place (Iovita & Sano 2017: 290). First of all, Sergeĭ Aristarkhovich Semenovs work on stone tool use-

wear analysis (1964) was translated into English. Furthermore, the development of “New 

Archaeology” in general and ethnoarchaeology in particular meant that earlier assumptions about 

stone points began to be tested with new theoretical and methodological approaches. One approach 

that became important was experimental archaeology. In spite of this development, it was not until 

the 1980s and 1990s that use-wear analysis became an essential part of the study of projectile 

points. It was during this period that the use of fracture mechanics to describe damage on projectiles 

and the quest to find those traces that were diagnostic, started and gained momentum. The 1980s 

and 1990s also included archaeological, experimental and ethnoarchaeological syntheses, where 

projectile points either were the focus of study (Knecht 1997b) or were an important part (Nitecki & 

Nitecki 1987; Peterkin et al. 1993). Recently, a new synthesis, Multidisciplinary Approaches to the 

Study of Stone Age Weaponry (Iovita & Sano 2016), has re-actualized the study of projectile point 

technology as a coherent field, by combining experimentation with different types of morphological 

analyses and studies of fracture/use-wear patterns. 

 

http://arkeologerna.com/bloggar/stenaldersfolket-vid-motala-strom/smatt-och-gott-3/
http://arkeologerna.com/bloggar/stenaldersfolket-vid-motala-strom/smatt-och-gott-3/
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1.1.4. Current themes in international projectile research 
Even though the field of projectile point research is extensive, it is occupied with certain recurring 

themes. The most central theme is the identification and categorization of projectiles and armament. 

Evidently, if a point is to be studied as a projectile, it must be determined that it actually is a 

projectile point. Equally obvious, the problem of determining the essence of an object, in order to 

classify it is not a problem confined to projectile research. An initial morphological categorization of 

any archaeological artefact will have to rely on analogy and may hide less evident or contradictory 

aspects of the artefact. However, there are specific problems related to Stone Age projectile point 

research, when this method, the Direct Historic Approach, i.e. analogy, cannot be used. The center of 

the problem is already evident in the actual concept of “projectile point”: every organic or lithic point 

is not a projectile, neither does every piece of Stone Age projectile armament have a well-defined 

point. A lot of lithic projectile armament were not, nor needed to be, unambiguously pointed. The 

study of composite microlithic projectiles illustrates this problem (see for example: Finlayson & 

Mithen 1997; Fullagar 2016). Researchers have tried to deal with these issues since the mid-20th 

century, by trying to find morphological criteria for effective armament (for example by measuring 

tip cross-sectional area/TCSA or tip cross-sectional perimeter/TCSP) or identifying diagnostic impact 

fractures (DIFs). However, none of these methods are, on their own, reliable enough to identify a 

single ambiguous object as projectile armament (Hutchings 2016). Obviously, a material large enough 

to allow statistical comparison can also be used to circumvent the problem of ambiguous armament 

identification (Wilkins and Schoville 2016; Yaroshevich, Zaidner & Weinstein-Evron 2016). Another 

problem, related to the first theme, is how the actual benefit of a specific armament should be 

understood, at a basic mechanical level, as well as a choice determined by specific circumstances. 

The benefit of lithic armament has been a topic of discussion in recent years. Authors have used 

ethnographic/ethnohistoric (Ellis 1997) and experimental (Waguespack et al. 2009; Salem & Churchill 

2016) approaches to debate the benefits and disadvantages of having stone-tipped projectiles. The 

discussion shows that it is evident that lithic armament increases lethality and is preferable against 

large game, including humans, even though the technology has some disadvantages (Ellis 1997; 

Salem & Churchill 2016). The mechanical effect of lithic points on spears has also been tested 

recently (Wilkins et al. 2014). The study validates those performed on arrows and shows that stone-

tipped spears create larger inner wound cavities, thereby giving such spears greater “killing power”.  

The second prevalent theme identified in lithic projectile and armament research is a natural 

progression from the first: to categorize projectiles. For researches studying Stone Age projectiles 

and armament, it is often of immediate interest to know what kind of projectile it is i.e. to determine 

to what delivery system it belonged. Essentially, alike to the dilemma of identifying an object as a 

projectile, there is no straightforward solution to this problem, although several methods have been 

tested to solve it. First of all, morphological methods similar to those that have been utilized to 

identify projectiles, have also been employed in projectile and stone point armament classification. 

For example, North American ethnographic data on stone points, such as width and weight, have 

been used to discriminate between arrow and dart projectiles (Thomas 1978; Shott 1997). 

Unfortunately, even though these analyses showed that it was possible to separate darts from 

arrows in a large sample, especially by using shoulder width as a criteria (Shott 1997), individual 

arrow and dart points overlapped morphologically.  Furthermore, the TCSA and TCSP of 

ethnographic, archaeological and experimental points have also been used to separate points 

belonging to mechanically delivered systems (bows and atlatls) from points mounted on hand 

delivered systems, i.e. javelins and thrusting spears (Shea 2006; Sisk & Shea 2009; 2011; Shea & Sisk 

2010). However, looking at ethnographic data from Australia, the correspondence between points 

with smaller TCSA/TCSP and spear throwers does not seem to be that universal; for example a type 
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of lithic point (leilira) projected with spear throwers have been documented to far exceed expected 

size limits (Newman & Moore 2013; Clarkson 2016). Recently, the identification of delivery system by 

means of studying use-wear has gained a lot of attention (see Fischer et al. 1984; 1985 for early 

examples of this method). The underlying hypothesis is that different weapon systems, project points 

with various velocities and amounts of kinetic energy, thus producing dissimilar fractures. Several 

types of use-wear have been studied to test this hypothesis, such as diagnostic impact fractures 

(Clarkson 2016), fracture scar length (Iovita et al. 2016), Wallner-Lines (Hutchings 2011; Iovita et al. 

2016) and microscopic linear impact traces (Sano et al. 2016). Additionally, a couple of these 

experiments include thrusting spears (cf. Iovita et al. 2016; Sano et al. 2016). However, even though 

these methods are promising, there are still no indications of a simple relationship between use-wear 

and delivery system. Instead the application of several lines of evidence seems to be the most 

advantageous alternative (Hutchings 2016; Clarkson 2016). Furthermore, a recent article (Milks et al. 

2016a) questions whether thrusting spears can be replicated in experiments, in the same manner as 

actual projectiles can. Contrary to real projectiles, thrusting spears are controlled by humans 

throughout their delivery. As a consequence, an analysis of a thrusting movement has to take into 

consideration biomechanical dimensions and the complexity of human dexterity. Therefore, 

standardized projectile equipment, like calibrated crossbows, and controlled velocities cannot 

replicate the actual forces involved in a spear thrust nor the resulting use-wear. To conclude, 

although current mainstream projectile research is in the ascendant, few methods seem appropriate 

for a study involving objects defined by the Direct Historic Approach, like most Scandinavian lithic 

armament. However, there is an additional reason why current projectile research is not as 

applicable as desired. 

 

1.1.5 International and Scandinavian projectile research issues 
The stone point armament themes presented above appears to be prominent because of the 

fundamental -somewhat urgent- research questions they deal with. However, they are also the result 

of a couple of fundamental research issues. Foremost, lithic point armament research is a 

Palaeolithic field of research. One biography of projectile experiments shows that 49 of 83 analyses 

have had a Palaeolithic focus, while only 8 examined projectiles with Neolithic points (Pétillon 2018). 

In accordance, when archaeological artefacts are studied or when experimental points are related to 

archaeological prototypes, in the latest stone projectile anthology (Iovita & Sano 2016), 9 out of 11 

studies (Sano et al. 2016; Gaudzinski-Windheuser 2016; Wilkins & Schoville 2016; Yaroshevich et al. 

2016; Milks et al. 2016b; Marreiros et al. 2016; Rios-Garaizar 2016; Shott 2016; Lombard & Wadley 

2016) with a chronologically defined material, exclusively research Palaeolithic  projectiles, while the 

tenth (Fullagar 2016) partially discusses Palaeolithic  microliths. Therefore, Palaeolithic research 

traditions also determines what issues and which questions are relevant. Apparently, a combination 

of deep time and relative material scarcity makes one grand narrative research issue paramount: 

human evolution. Evolutionary considerations seem to be a strong incentive to direct research 

towards identifying projectiles, armament and delivery systems. Evidently, if these phenomena can 

be identified and timed, not only can the development of certain technologies and hunting strategies 

be explained, but also human cognitive development and its relationship to different hominids. As a 

consequence, cognitive evolution and questions of different hominids capabilities is often considered 

in projectile research (see for example Lombard & Wadley 2016). Obviously, the underlying research 

issues and questions international projectile and lithic point armament research generally deals with 

are quite far from those that occupy analyses of Scandinavian Stone Age material.  
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It is not possible to summarize trends and research issues in current Scandinavian Stone Age 

archaeology in this review. However, a few examples of analyses on artefacts related to Scandinavian 

bifacial spearheads will show how research issues differs from those in international Palaeolithic 

projectile research. First of all, while several recent texts on stone arrowheads discuss technological 

change and subsistence, they do not have a linear evolutionary focus. As an alternative, these texts 

highlight the significance of population dynamics (Edinbourough 2004), diversified hunting and 

settlement strategies (Breivik & Callanan 2016), as well as economic change and exchange (Darmark 

& Viken 2019). In conclusion, these texts consider how human relationships and strategies affect 

technological change and diversification in a relatively short time span. In a way, they emphasize the 

“societal” aspects of lithic point technology. Correspondingly, the extensive work on flint daggers by 

Jan Apel (Apel 2001; 2005; 2006) also weaves the technological aspects of these with relations of 

power, kin, knowledge and know-how in the South Scandinavian late Neolithic and early Bronze Age 

society. Furthermore in the most recent Scandinavian anthology on stone technology, Technology of 

Early Settlement in Northern Europe. Transmission of Knowledge and Culture (Knutsson et al. 2018) 

society is studied through how things are done, thus demonstrating “social reality” through craft 

techniques (Apel et al. 2018: 19). Therefore, to be relevant for Scandinavian Stone Age research 

issues, a functional analysis of flint spearheads would have to generate data that could be used in 

concurrence with other societal lines of evidence. In short, the precision of the analysis would need 

to be higher and conclusions would have to be suspended until they are related to other 

phenomena. Fortunately, there are traditions of systematic lithic point armament research that deal 

with more applicable research issues. 

 

1.1.6 Projectile point performance studies 
Research that evaluates the quality of certain lithic points and aims to identify their specific area of 

usage has been carried out on Palaeolithic material, as well as on stones from more recent contexts. 

In fact, such studies have even been performed on stone projectiles from the Swedish Neolithic 

(Johansson 1977; Zetterlund 1985; Söderblom 1990). Furthermore, as stated above, Danish 

archaeologists have made important contributions to this type of projectile research internationally. 

Anders Fischer (et al. 1984; 1985; 1988), who pioneered lithic projectile use-wear studies, also 

considered the effectiveness of Danish Stone Age arrowheads. Fischer claimed that the impetus to 

optimize three functional dimensions: cutting ability, penetration and symmetry/flight stability could 

explain the evolution of Scandinavian Stone Age points. In a contemporary study, Jan Friis-Hansen 

(1990) estimated the efficiency of modern, ethnographic North American and Mesolithic North 

European arrows by developing an index, where different arrowhead dimensions, like width cross-

sectional area and arrowhead perimeter and shaft circumference were used to determine how well 

the arrows were able to cut, penetrate and lacerate. All arrows were found to have a sufficient 

cutting ability. Hence, contrary to Fischer, Friis-Hansen concluded that arrowhead form 

development, during the Mesolithic, was unrelated to performance improvement. However, there 

are two similar North American studies that arguably have proven even more influential to 

international projectile research than their contemporary Danish counterparts. First of all, in an 

article from 1986, Andrew L. Christensons attempted to explain morphological stone point 

development during several millennia, in the prehistoric Midwest, by referring to functional 

variability. Christenson discussed a couple of functional effectiveness criteria (projectile accuracy, 

killing power, range and durability), in relation to arrowhead morphology. Additionally, he illustrated 

these criteria’s relationship in a flow diagram. In the other influential text, Susan S. Hughes (1998) 

used physics in an extensive description of how stone point morphology and weight influences 

penetration, accuracy, flight distance and durability. Thereafter, Hughes used these criteria to 
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calculate the functional variation in a sample of stone points from Wyoming and by means of this 

method she claimed to identify the introduction of the spearthrower and the bow in her sample. 

Furthermore, with relevance to this study, Hughes commented that penetration and durability are 

the only relevant criteria for a thrusting spear. In accordance, thrusting spears experimenters have 

also reflected upon the durability and penetrating abilities of stone spearheads. For example, 

experiments with arrows and hand-thrown spears indicate that bifacial chert points are more 

durable than unmodified chert tips (Odell & Cowan 1986). Moreover, spear experiments with 

Levallois points also indicate that short, broad points are more durable than longer when used as 

thrusting spears (Shea et al. 2001). Finally, thrusting spearhead durability has also been commented 

on in texts with main aims other than testing stone point efficiency. For example, George Frison 

(1989) commented on a thin and structurally inferior chert point that was shattered by an elephant 

rib, when it was used as a thrusting spearhead. Although the research that evaluates the 

performance of lithic points and delivery systems is not purely significant for a Palaeolithic field of 

research, the results often fall short of being relevant for a comprehensive analysis of a 

contemporary society. In other words, functional analyses risk being historically irrelevant. Evidently, 

if results are used to analyse related research issues, they once again tend to be utilized to identify 

weapon systems (as in Hughes 1998; Shea et al. 2001). Alternatively, results are used to explain point 

morphological evolution from a functional perspective (Fischer 1988). However, both Friis-Hansens 

(1990) and Christensons (1986) indicate that functional dimensions are influenced by other 

phenomena. Furthermore, there is projectile research that addresses the more environmental or 

societal implications of projectile performance. For example, design theory has been used to study 

the balance between reliability and maintainability (Bleed 1986) and the boundary between function 

and style (Loendendorf et al. 2017). However, at this stage, such studies are still developing 

appropriate models, rather than presenting interpretations of complex historical contexts. In total, 

regardless of Scandinavian research preconditions, the issues that projectile performance studies 

face, indicate that they ought to become more historically relevant. In order to make a functional 

analyses useful, detailed functional descriptions need to be developed. Even though comparisons of, 

for example TCSA, width and perimeter ratios can be a good starting point, such measurements do 

not capture the complexity of an individual point’s morphology. Furthermore, while a generalized 

description of a point’s functional performance can add perspectives, such analyses also lack the 

necessary precision to be useful when analysing complex historical processes. 

New methods and new technology have recently made the development of detailed functional and 

morphological descriptions possible. Geometric morphometrics (GM) and 3D-scanning have been 

tested in lithic point analysis. First of all, GM and 3D-scanning have successfully been applied on 

Paleoindian fluted points (Shott & Trail 2010). The demonstration highlighted that this method can 

be used to describe and discriminate individual points, while retaining morphological information. 

The authors states that the method has the potential to describe “patterns of historical continuity” 

and “patterns of similarity”, from a morphological perspective, but that there is a lack of theory to 

help interpret and explain these patterns. Recently, 3D-scans of Late Eneolithic-Early Bronze Age 

lithic points from the Nitra culture in Ludanice, Slovakia, were used to study the existence of 

arrowheads, purposely designed for rotational asymmetry (Kaňáková et al. 2019). Furthermore, in 

another recent paper (Serwatka 2018), 2D-GM is used to describe functional variation in Swiderian 

projectile points in Poland and Ukraine. In the paper, the author convincingly argues that two types 

of Swiderian points reflect functional flexibility. However, the 2D-GM analysis contributes to the 

description of the points rather than the interpretation of them. Even though GM-methods are very 

promising, lack of theory and comparative experimental data currently limit their potential use. The 

potential of 3D-scanning analyses seems more promising, since this technique can capture large 
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amounts of multidimensional data and since this data can potentially be analysed by a range of 

modern software. For example, modern ballistic research has long used continuum mechanical 

programs, such as LS-DYNA® and ANSYS® AUTODYN to evaluate and develop projectile systems 

(Westerling 2009). Unfortunately, prospects of using programs like these have not received enough 

attention. In conclusion, morphological methods using modern technology require further testing 

and the interpretation of the resulting data needs to be theoretically developed. 

 

1.1.7 Projectile point use-wear and residue analysis 
The practice of use-wear analysis in projectile research has been limited beyond the recurring aim of 

Palaeolithic texts: to identify projectiles and/or delivery systems. Perhaps, other research issues are 

too difficult to study, since use-wear is the result of a process that is too complicated to entangle. 

Use-wear can indicate that an artefact is a projectile and that it was delivered with a certain velocity 

but it is much more difficult for a use-wear analysis to describe, for example, in which situations the 

projectiles were delivered or at what targets (although Fischer et al. 1984 envisioned this). 

Furthermore, absence of use-wear does not entail absence of use, since a projectile can pass tissue 

without the appearance of mechanical traces. However, the occasional remains of organic residues 

on stone artefacts can potentially be used to describe which targets certain stone points were used 

at. Residue analysis has been applied to the study of stone points in general and to stone spearheads 

in particular. Essentially, there are two different types of residue analyses, those aiming to find traces 

of manufacture and construction and those aiming to find indications of usage i.e. function. Analyses 

of manufacturing residues appear to be both the most common and rewarding, especially analyses of 

hafting resins. Incidentally, burial experiments indicate that resin degrade to a lesser extent than 

other organic residues (Croft et al. 2016). Consequently, the identification of resin residues on lithic 

points is an established method in projectile research (see for example Rots 2016). Degradation 

experiments with animal residues on lithics, on the other hand, show that these types of residues are 

those most affected by diagenesis (Wadley et al. 2004; Croft et al. 2016). Still, identifications of 

animal residues have been attempted. 

Functional residues on lithic spearheads have been studied by a couple of different methods. In 

Australia, functional residues have been identified on organic and lithic spearheads (Akerman et al. 

2002), as well as on organic spears (Nugent 2015). Identified residues include possible blood remains, 

fish scales and traces of plant wrapping. However, these studies are wrought with two important 

problems. First of all, the best results seem to be attained on ethnographic material, which in general 

is considerably better preserved than archaeological material. Second of all, residues are often 

exclusively identified by microscopic methods. Recent studies have shown that if a residue is not 

confirmed by chemical classification, its identification remains highly uncertain (Croft et al. 2016; 

Croft et al. 2018b). Nonetheless, there are examples where functional residues have potentially been 

identified on very old lithic spearheads. Stone spearheads that are about 51000-62000 years old, 

from Sibudu Cave in South Africa (Lombard et al. 2004), appear to contain faunal tissue, for the 

reason that these residues completely cover the originally naked points of the artefacts and since 

Sibudu Cave seems to preserve organic material extremely well (cf. for example Rots et al. 2017). 

Furthermore, chemical methods have occasionally been used to confirm optical observations. 

Nonetheless, many of the analytical techniques that have traditionally been applied to this end are 

highly controversial. Foremost, immunological techniques have been used to identify blood remains 

on stone points (for example Loy 1983; Kooyman et al. 1992; Tuross et al. 1996; Loy & Dixon 1998).  

Even though immunological techniques are generally considered unreliable (Fiedel 1996; Gurfinkel & 

Franklin 1998; Pollard et al. 2007), versions of these techniques are still occasionally used to confirm 
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optical observations (for example Akerman et al. 2002; Rots et al. 2016; Cnuts & Rots 2017). 

However, during the last decades, more reliable analytical techniques, like gas chromatography mass 

spectrometry (see for example Helwig et al. 2014; Rots et al. 2017; Croft et 2018b), Raman 

microscopy (see for example Croft et al. 2018a) and FTIR (see for example Högberg et al. 2009) have 

been used to identify organic residues on stone artefacts. Even so, there are few analyses that can 

provide evidence of clearly functional residues on lithic weapons, i.e. human or faunal remains. 

Illustratively, archaeological stone points from which faunal chemical components (cholesterol from 

a ruminant) actually have been extracted and identified were retrieved from a glacier (Helwig et al. 

2014).  

To sum up, there seems to be no academic consensus on how reliable organic residue analyses of 

lithic artefacts are and which analytical techniques, methods and protocols to use. Additionally, the 

depositional context appears to determine if an artefact is at all suitable for this type of analysis. 

Consequently, there are few analyses of archaeological stone points that provide residues that are 

unambiguously regarded as an indication of a certain usage. Furthermore, even if potentially 

functional organic residues, like cholesterol, from lithic points, could be identified with certainty, it 

would remain to be proven that these originate from usage and not from manufacture or post-

excavation contamination. In order to ascertain that a residue is related to function, an analysis 

would at least have to determine from which part of the point an identified chemical compound 

originated. In accordance, a protocol with an optical analysis preceding the chemical identification 

has previously been suggested as a solution to this problem (Cnuts & Rots 2017). Furthermore, a 

combined residue and use-wear analysis could be used to relate chemical compound to function 

(Rots & Williamson 2004). In addition to methodological dilemmas, research questions in the cited 

literature bear little resemblance to those that could be a part of a functional analysis of 

Scandinavian spearheads. Considering all problems, it seems vital to develop methods and theories 

that are suitable for the analysis of Scandinavian flint spearheads, their potential level of 

preservation and the type of research questions that could be related to a functional analysis of 

them.  

 

1.1.8 Literature review: conclusion 
A small number of analyses have been made on what is presumed to be flint spearheads in 

Scandinavia. Consequently, no functional analyses have been performed on this category of 

artefacts. Furthermore, in recent decades, there have been no systematic Scandinavian studies on 

projectile and stone point armament functionality. In comparison, international projectile research is 

a field in the ascendant. However, the most prevailing themes in current projectile research are 

related to Palaeolithic research issues, largely irrelevant for Scandinavian Stone Age archaeology. In 

order to suite a Scandinavian research tradition, functional analyses would have to be applicable to 

analyses that consider societal aspects. Accordingly, results would have to contain data that is both 

precise and appropriate to use in connection with results from other types of studies. Two methods 

that could produce such results are continuum mechanical simulations of 3D-scanned objects and 

organic residue analysis. Unfortunately, neither of these methods is currently enough developed to 

be applicable to the study of Scandinavian flint spearheads. 
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1.2 Research issues 
 

1.2.1 Research aim 
The aim of this thesis is to experimentally test and develop theories and methods suitable for the 

study of the functionality of lithic point armament in general and Scandinavian flint spearheads in 

particular. Consequently, this thesis is a pilot study, designed to test and develop the methodologies 

presented below, rather than to generate generalizable results. 

 

1.2.2 Research questions 
In the literature review, two methods were identified as promising for a functional study, in a 

Scandinavian Stone Age research tradition: continuum mechanical simulations of 3D-scanned objects 

and organic residue analysis. Research questions are directed towards these methods: 

 

 What functional information can potentially be retrieved from a flint spearhead by the use of 

3D-scanning and continuum mechanical programs? 

 What are the benefits of this method and how could the data be used in studies as part of 

international projectile research and in a Scandinavian Stone Age research tradition? 

 

 How can functional residues be mapped, extracted and identified from a flint spearhead? 

 What are the benefits of using an artefact and activity specific method and how can these 

results be used in studies as part of international organic residue analysis and in a 

Scandinavian Stone Age research tradition? 

 

 How can continuum mechanical analyses and organic residue analysis be combined? 

 What are the two methods current limitations and how can the methodology be developed? 
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2. Materials and methods 
 

2.1 Materials 
 

2.1.1 Experimental spearheads  
The material comprised six experimental Falster flint spearheads (fig 4, tab 1). The spearheads were 

made by experienced flint knapper Peter Wiking. In order to enable an unbiased variation, no 

morphological criteria were given to the flint knapper, except that the produced artefacts should be 

used as spearheads, preferably about 12 cm long. However, two organic sources of error were 

introduced by having the flint knapper pressure flake one point with elk bone (spearhead 1) and one 

with deer antler (spearhead 6). No other intentional sources of error were introduced. The other 

spearheads (spearhead 2-5) were made exclusively by hard percussion technique and the flint 

knapper reported no injuries during manufacture that could have left larger amounts of organic 

residues on them, like blood or tissue. Nonetheless, handling of the spearheads until incubation was 

done without gloves. Therefore, it is possible that small amounts of organic residues, like cholesterol 

and squalene, could have contaminated the material during the experiments. Furthermore, the 

majority of the spearhead replicas were 3D-scanned before experimentation and in order to capture 

those with dark surfaces, a Helling® NORD-TEST Developer U89 Spray was applied. The spray 

contained calcium, magnesium aluminium, silicon and a number of organic solvents. 

 

Table 1 Spearhead size data 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

As a result of the object specification communicated to the flint knapper, the spearheads turned out 

to be similar in size (see tab 1) but not in shape (see fig 4). Based on Axel Mjærum’s typology (2012) 

of Norwegian bifacial arrowheads, spearhead 1 can be described as leaf-shaped with a concave base 

and serrated edges, spearhead 2, 3 and 4 as lanceolate with straight bases, spearhead 5 as tanged 

with one continuous edge and one side where edge and tang is separated and spearhead 6 as 

lanceolate with a convex base (see fig. 4).    

Spearhead Weight (g) 
Length 
(mm) 

Maximum width 
(mm) 

Maximum thickness 
(mm) 

1 86 122 56 14.5 

2 61 118 45 11 

3 83 122 42 16 

4 96 124 50 15 

5 75 125 48 13 

6 70 123 40 15 
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Figure 4. The experimental spearheads. Rows from top to bottom: spearhead 1-6. The left column shows the ventral side of 
each spearhead and the right shows the dorsal side. Photo by Stefan Gustafsson, Arkeologikonsult. 
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2.1.2 Experimental spears 
Experimental spears were created for the organic residue analysis. To create experimental spears, 

spearheads were in turn attached to a Scandborst™ broom shaft. The shaft was 1350 mm long, had a 

24 mm diameter and weighed 270 g. The spearhead replicas that were included in the experiment 

(spearhead 1, 4, 5 & 6) were hafted to the shaft by inserting them into a 39 mm deep, 10 mm wide 

slot haft and fastening them with coil wire (fig. 5). This resulted in 1435 to 1445 mm long spears. Coil 

wire was used as fastening material in order to not introduce organic hafting residues, since these 

types of residues were not part of the study.  

The experimental spears weighed between 331 and 366 g. According to Oakley et al. (1977) 

hypothesis, the lower weight limit for a spear to be practical as a thrusting weapon is 283 g. Hence, 

the experimental spears can be viewed as thrusting spears according to their definition. However, it 

is important to emphasize that the points are not considered parts of thrusting spears by way of 

shape or size, but as a consequence of how they were used in the experiment. 

 

 

Figure 5 Fastening of experimental spears. The improvised slot haft used (left) and coil wire fastening of spearhead 6 (right). 
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2.1.3 Target 
A target was set up to create faunal residues for the organic residue analysis. The target consisted of 

a 360 mm long, 100-250 mm wide and 40-60 mm thick pork belly. The pork belly was suspended 

between two chairs, with the skin (fat) side up, towards the thrusting spears and the ribs facing 

downwards, away from the spear thrust. The pork belly was placed to facilitate thrusts that hit the 

target with the width of the spearheads perpendicular to the length of the ribs, thus ensuring as 

small flint-bone collision variation as possible. A thrust with another impact axis could have resulted 

in some spearheads colliding with bones straight on, while others would slide through without any 

bone contact. 

 

 

2.2 Methods 
 

As established in the research issue chapter, two methods were presented as promising for the study 

of Scandinavian flint spearhead functionality: performance studies using 3D-scanning and continuum 

mechanical programs and organic residue analysis.  

 

 

2.2.1 Continuum mechanical analysis 
 

2.2.1.1 3D-scanning 

Spearheads were scanned using the GOM® optical 3D-scanner ATOS. Each spearhead was mounted 

on a platform with references points and rotated to capture all spearhead surface areas. Since the 

scanner cameras could not capture the side covered by the platform, a scan of one spearhead 

generated two meshes in stl. file format.  

 

2.2.1.2 Pre-analysis processing 

In order to make the scanned spearhead meshes suitable for a continuum mechanical simulation in 

ANSYS® AUTODYN-3D, pre-analysis processing was necessary. First of all, the number of faces on the 

meshes was reduced and the two spearhead mesh “halves” were joined into complete spearheads in 

MeshLab™. Furthermore, to counteract accumulated surface errors from this process, a “new” copy 

of each mesh was created by Poisson surface reconstruction (see Kazhdan et al. 2006) in MeshLab™. 

Thereafter, the stl. files were made into solids, by converting them as they were imported into the 

SpaceClaim® software attached to the ANSYS® Academic.  

The pre-analysis process considerably reduced the complexity of the spearheads. In order to be 

imported into the free software version, ANSYS® Academic, as solid objects, the original meshes had 

their faces reduced from around 35000000 to 300! This altered their topography and erased surface 

details, like flake scars and serration. Furthermore, even though the spearheads retained their 

overall shape, their size changed. Due to simplification, the spearheads lost 6.6-10.5 % of their length 

and 7.1-13.3 % of their width (tab. 2) 
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Table 2 Size of simulated spearheads compared with the real objects. 

Spearhead 
Length 
simulated/real 

Max width 
simulated/real 

1 92,6 92,9 

2 91,5 86,7 

3 93,4 90,5 

4 89,5 87 

5 92,8 87,5 

6 92,3 93,9 
 

 

2.2.1.3 Analysis in Ansys AUTODYN-3D® 

ANSYS® AUTODYN-3D is a commercial continuum mechanical simulation program. The version used 

in this analysis was the attachment contained in the free student version, ANSYS® Academic. 

Continuum mechanical programs use mechanical laws and constitutive material relationships to 

simulate, for example, deformations and penetrations resulting from the collision of different 

models. To accomplish realistic simulations, continuum mechanical programs make use of different 

models and algorithms. Several of these can be altered to suite a specific simulation. For example, a 

new scientific model that describes the qualities of a certain type of material, under certain 

conditions can be added to the program to make the simulation more realistic. Furthermore, central 

to the function of the program is the discretization of space and time. The most common 

discretization of space is by the use of different types of grids (meshes), either connected to the 

individual geometry/models (Lagrange-coordinates) or as a continuous, fixed grid which the 

geometry passes through (Euler-coordinates). In grid discretization, the material is thus represented 

as nodes on a mesh, corresponding to the desired geometry (in this case spearheads). Alternatively, 

the material can be represented by small mechanically interacting particles (Smooth Particle 

Hydrodynamics). ANSYS® AUTODYN-3D can use all of these types of discretizations. To simulate an 

actual collision, the movement of material is then sequenced in time-steps, where each time-step is 

represented by a problem-solving calculation. Problems can either by solved by explicit or implicit 

formulas. The explicit formula requires less computations but shorter time-steps and vice versa. For a 

more extensive introduction to continuum mechanical simulations see for example Westerling 2009. 

A 30 mm thick, rectangular block was created in ANSYS® Designer Modeler, to act as the simulation’s 

target. A relatively thin block was selected to minimize computation time. Thereafter, material 

properties were chosen for the spearheads and the block. The spearhead material was designed to 

approximate the properties of flint (tab. 3). However, due to a lack of exhaustive data relating to 

shock wave propagation in flint, at the time of the experiment, the Ansys Engineering Data Library 

values for quartz, in a linear shock equation (Shock EOS Linear) were chosen. Similarly, an arbitrary 

value of rigidity (Shear modulus) for glass was inserted to make this property resemble that of a flint 

object. Finally, an estimated density was selected from experiments on the mechanical properties of 

flint from three British and French chalk formations (see Aliyu et al. 2017). The material properties of 

the target were assigned values from a continuum mechanical ballistic gelatine experiment (Datoc 

2010: 16) to simulate faunal and human tissue (tab. 4).  
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Table 3 Material properties for flint. 

Density (kg m3) Shear Modulus (MPa) 
Shock EOS Linear Gruneisen 
Coefficient 

3000 260000 0.9 

Shock EOS Linear Parameter 
C1 (m s1) 

Shock EOS Linear 
Parameter S1 

Shock EOS Linear Parameter Quadratic 
S2 (s m1) 

794 1.695 0 

 

Table 4 Material properties for ballistic gelatine. 

Density 
(kg m3) 

Viscoelastic Instantaneous Shear 
Modulus, Go (MPa) 

Viscoelastic Decay 
Constant (s1) 

Bulk 
Modulus 
(MPa) 

Shear 
Modulus 
(MPa) 

1200 0.2 0.1 29 0.195 

 

To simulate a spear thrust into faunal or human tissue, each spearhead was provided with a 4.65 m/s 

velocity in the direction of the target. The chosen velocity corresponded to the mean spear thrusting 

velocity from Milks et al. (2016a) experiments. Analysis settings were assigned to be “Program 

controlled”, except the end time, which was set at 0,1 seconds. The assignment of a program 

controlled simulation to such a low velocity resulted in a cumulative energy error that curtailed the 

collision. However, the collision was durable enough for the purpose of this thesis. To perceive the 

effects of a completely different impact velocity, an additional high velocity simulation was run for 

each spearhead. In these experiments, the spearhead velocity was set at 1500 m/s and the end time 

was set at 0,0002 seconds. An analysis in Ansys AUTODYN-3D results in a vast amount of numerical, 

visual and graphical solution data. However, for the purpose of this thesis, variables relating to the 

two most commonly analysed and discussed spearhead characteristics, durability (cf. Odell & Cowan 

1986; Frison 1989; Hughes 1998; Shea et al. 2001) and “stopping power” (cf. Wilkins et al. 2014; 

Salem & Churchill 2016) were singled out as solution data. To illustrate each spearhead’s durability, 

stress data relating to the von Mises yield criterion was extracted. “Stopping power” was derived 

from the total destruction level of the simulated target.  

 

2.2.2 Organic residue analysis 
 

2.2.2.1 The Experiment 

An experiment was performed to add faunal residues for the organic residue analysis. Four 

(spearhead 1, 4, 5 & 6) of the six spearheads were thrusted into a pork belly target. The remaining 

spearheads (2 & 3) were used as experimental blanks (see tab. 5). Each spearhead was thrust two 

times into the pork belly, to ensure that all of the objects were sufficiently covered with residues 

from the target. Because of a lack of space, the thrusts were performed from above with both 

leading and trailing limb in an overhand grip. There has been some debate as to which thrusting 

techniques are to be considered most commonly used historically (Kortlandt 2002; Churchill 2002) 

and how different techniques affect experimental results (Milks et al. 2016a). However, since the 

purpose of this experiment was to add faunal residues to the spearheads, thrusting technique was 

not considered a critical variable beyond keeping it as controlled as possible. Therefore, all thrust 

were performed with a motion replicating the most biomechanically conventional rear-hand punch 
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movement in martial arts. The thrust was thus initiated with the trailing limb moving the spear and 

the leading limb as an aim, consequently letting the spear shaft slide through the leading grip. Upon 

impact, the hip was used to generate penetrating force and to immediately retract the spear from 

the target. The movement used can be described as similar to a stunted version of a conventional 

Kung Fu/Wushu spear thrust (see for example Mancuso 2015: 31-59). Each spearhead was thrust 

through the pork belly at an individual spot, so that no spearhead slid through an already penetrated 

part. As stated above, the width of the spearhead was thrusted perpendicular to the length of the 

pork ribs to ensure as small flint-bone collision variation as possible.  

All of the spearheads, except spearhead 1, penetrated the pork belly completely, at least once. 

Spearhead 1 failed to do this and penetrated the target to a maximum depth of around 2-3 cm. 

Attempts that did not penetrate the pork belly were likely thrusts where the spearhead hit a rib with 

its point closer to the ribs centre. Additionally, it should be noted that spearhead 1 is the widest of all 

points. Two of the spearheads (1 & 5) loosened and rotated slightly in the slot haft upon impact. 

However, this was a calculated risk, given that the same slot haft was used regardless of individual 

spearhead morphology and since fastening quality was sacrificed in order to minimize additional 

organic residues. As a result of the thrusts, all experimental spearheads had visible surface grease (1, 

4 & 5) or faunal traces (6). Afterwards, all points (including blanks) were put in aluminium foil. 

 

Table 5 Experimental protocol for spearheads. 

Spearhead Thrusting experiment Soil incubation Freezing 

1 X X   

2   X   

3     X 

4 X   X 

5 X X   

6 X   X 
 

 

2.2.2.2 Incubation and freezing 

To facilitate an analysis of the residue degradation process, half of the spearheads were incubated in 

soil (1, 2 & 5) and half were put in a freezer (3, 4 & 6). To simulate the effect of diagenesis on faunal 

tissue attached to flint, two of the spearheads from the experiment (1 & 5) and one blank (2) were 

incubated in propagation soil in separate flowerpots and stored inside a Binder® incubator for 74 

days. The decomposition process was enabled and accelerated by nourishing each flowerpot once a 

week with a 200 ml fertilizer mixture (4 ml liquid fertilizer/1 L distilled water) and by keeping the 

incubation chamber at 37 °C. The samples were thus in the incubator for 2734 °C days. Additionally, 

two spearheads with thrust residues (4 & 6) and one blank (3) were put in a -20°C freezer until 

analysis.  

The incubated spearheads were handled with powder and starch-free gloves upon extraction and 

gently rinsed in water, without the application of any mechanical cleansing.  
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2.2.2.3 Transmitted light microscopy 

A Zeiss® Axio Lab.A1 was used to examine the distribution of residues on all used spearheads (1, 4, 5 

& 6). For practical and methodological reasons, the analysis differed from standard micro-residue 

protocols (cf. Lombard 2007; Robertson & Attenbrow 2008; Rots et al. 2017). First of all, because of a 

lack of reference material and micro-residue analysis experience from the authors part, all 

spearheads were examined before experimentation, in order to identify residues, use-wear or 

inclusions that could subsequently be mistaken for functional/faunal residues in the post-

experimentation analysis. Second of all, the purpose of the analysis was to observe the patterns of 

residue-distribution on spearheads for the succeeding GC-MS analysis and for future analyses of 

archaeological spearheads and stone points, not to structurally identify residues. As a result, higher 

magnification than 2,5X was not employed. Consequently, the micro-residue analysis corresponded 

to a version of phase 1 (residue mapping) and 2 (residue deposition) in Cnuts & Rots 2016, with the 

exception that the motion causing residue deposition was a known variable.  

Residue distribution was first mapped macroscopically. Thereafter, the surfaces of all used 

spearheads (1, 4, 5 & 6) were examined with 2,5X magnification. Areas were mapped according to 

three levels of residue density: areas with no observed residues, areas with observed residues and 

areas with higher residue density. These areas were also analysed in relation to the morphology of 

the artefacts, such as surface impact angle, surface concavity and in relation to traces of 

manufacture, like flake scars, retouch, flake terminations and other irregularities. Finally, the results 

were documented with a Zeiss® AxioCam ERc 5s camera and on a photograph of the corresponding 

spearhead, by the use of Adobe Photoshop Elements®.   

 

2.2.2.4 Organic residue analysis 

To extract more tightly-bound components and to address issues of contamination and long-term 

usage, a sequential extraction scheme was used. Sequential schemes have, for example, been 

developed to extract both free and covalently bound organic compounds from archaeological pottery 

(Craig et al. 2004) and archaeological chert-tools (Isaksson 2007). The extraction sequence in this 

thesis included two different techniques. The first extraction technique was based on the extraction 

protocol used in Croft et al. 2018a. The second technique was a direct methylation, with toluene 

acting as a solubilizing agent for the lipid (Hamilton et al. 1992: 49f). In both techniques, the tips of 

all 6 spearheads were immersed into 90 ml solutions of organic solvents. The choice of immersing 

the tips in organic solvents, rather than extracting by scalping or drilling, was due to the location of 

the residues on the incubated spearheads (see transmitted light microscopy analysis results).  

In the first extraction, each spearhead tip was immersed in a 2:1 chloroform/methanol solution, with 

100 µl(1µg/µl) of a C36 alkane internal standard. Spearhead/organic solvent samples were then ultra-

sonicated for 30 minutes. Thereafter, the spearheads were removed and the organic solvents were 

evaporated by the use of both a Heidolph® VV micro rotary evaporator and an N2 stream. 

Additionally, residues were extracted from a 0.91 g sample of propagation soil. 2 ml of chloroform,1 

ml of methanol and 100 µl C36 alkane internal standard were added to the sample. The sample was 

then ultra-sonicated for 30 minutes. Thereafter, the sample was centrifuged and the supernatant 

removed and evaporated by a N2 stream.  

In the second extraction, each spearhead tip was immersed in a solution of 3 ml sulphuric acid, 58 ml 

methanol and 29 ml toluene with 100 µl (1µg/µl) of a C36 alkane internal standard. The 

spearhead/organic solvent samples were then placed in a 60°C water bath for 60 minutes. 

Thereafter, spearheads were removed and the extraction solution was mixed with 30 ml of deionized 
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water and 30 ml of hexane. The resulting organic and water phases were separated and the organic 

phase was dehydrated with anhydrous sodium sulphate for 5 minutes and evaporated by the use of 

both a Heidolph® VV micro rotary evaporator and a N2 stream. 

All samples were silylated with a 100 µl mixture of 90% Bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoracetamide (BSTFA) 

and 10% trichloromethylsilane (TCMS) for 20 minutes at 70°C. Thereafter, samples were evaporated 

with a N2 stream, after which 1 ml of hexane was added. Finally, a sample with 100 µl C36 alkane 

internal standard and 1 ml hexane was created as a blank. 

The analysis was performed on an Agilent 7820A Gas Chromatograph equipped with a 122-5532 DB5 

capillary column (30 m × 220 mm × 0.25 µm). The injection was done by splitless technique at 325 ° 

using an Agilent 7693 Autoinjector. The injection volume used was 1.0 µl. The oven was temperature 

programmed, with an initial isothermal of 2 min at 50 °C, followed by an increase of the temperature 

with 10 °C per minute to 350 °C, followed by a final isothermal at this temperature of 15 min. Helium 

was used as carrier gas and held at a constant flow of 2.0 ml per minutes throughout the analysis. 

The gas chromatograph was connected to an Agilent 5977E Mass Selective Detector via an interface 

with a constant temperature of 350 °C. The fragmentation of separated compounds was done by 

electronic ionisation (EI) at 70 eV. The temperature at the ion-source was 230 °C. The mass filter was 

set to scan between m/z 50 and 700, providing 2.3 scans per second. The temperature of the mass 

filter was 150 °C. 
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3. Results 
 

3.1 Continuum mechanical analysis 
 

In ANSYS academics® interface Mechanical, simulation data is presented in several ways. First of all, 

the entire collision can be replayed in motional 3D-pictures, where a chosen variable can be 

displayed throughout the collision. From these sequences, still pictures can be extrapolated. Second 

of all, numerical data can be retrieved from the simulations. This data corresponds to the maximum, 

minimum and average values of a chosen variable, at a certain point in time. Numerical data is also 

represented by line graphs. As stated in the Methods chapter, spearhead equivalent (von-Mises) 

stress levels and the total deformation level of each target were chosen as variables, to represent 

spearhead durability and stopping power. Stress results are presented in still pictures and line graphs 

of equivalent stress, where all collisions have been combined into four graphs, showing maximum 

and average stress values at 4.65 m/s and 1500 m/s. Target total deformation results are only 

represented by a line graph, displaying the maximum deformation over time. Visual deformation 

data was not needed to supplement the numerical data, hence only two still pictures are used to 

exemplify visual data variation.   

 

3.1.1 Spearhead equivalent (von-Mises) stress 
 

3.1.1.1 Still pictures 

The still pictures (fig. 6 & 7) display the equivalent stress accumulated on different areas of each 

spearhead throughout each respective collision. The colouring represents relative stress distribution 

and is not directly related to any yield criteria. At 1500 m/s (fig. 6) stress is concentrated on the 

points of spearhead 1 and 5, whereas spearhead 2, 3, 4 and 6 also show stress on the mesial and 

proximal parts of the bodies. On spearhead 2 exterior stress is accumulated on the mesial part of the 

body, while spearhead 3 and 4 have elevated stress levels spread out over wider areas. The two 

pressure flaked spearheads (1 & 6), display similar proximal stress patterns, where smaller isolated 

areas experience elevated stress levels. It also notable that the spearheads that experience stress 

over smaller distal areas (1 & 5), also experience higher levels of stress in those areas. Furthermore, 

spearheads with relatively blunt points (2 & 5) experience stress over a wider area, directly adjacent 

to each point.   

At 4.65 m/s (fig. 7), elevated stress levels are generally 0,1% of the elevated stress over 

corresponding areas at 1500 m/s. Furthermore, even though the 4.65 m/s collisions were not 

complete, the stress distribution is evidently somewhat different. The stress at the point of 

spearhead 1 is more widely spread and spearhead 2, 3 and 5 conversely experience more stress 

closer to their respective point than at 1500 m/s. However, the geometric characteristics of 

spearhead 2 and 4 seem to generate stressed areas comparable to those at 1500 m/s. Spearhead 2 is 

the only object that show elevated stress levels in the mesial part and stress levels at the 

asymmetrical distal edge of spearhead 4 are reminiscent of those at the same area at 1500 m/s.  
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Figure 6 Accumulated equivalent (von-Mises) stress on the dorsal side at 1500 m/s; Spearhead 1 (top left), 2 (top right), 3 
(centre left), 4 (centre right), 5 (bottom left), 6 (bottom right). 
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Figure 7 Accumulated equivalent (von-Mises) stress on the dorsal side at 4.65 m/s; Spearhead 1 (top left), 2 (top right), 3 
(centre left), 4 (centre right), 5 (bottom left), 6 (bottom right). 
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3.1.1.2 Line graphs 

The line graphs (fig. 8-11) show the average stress experienced by each entire spearhead and the 

maximum stress experienced in a limited area on each spearhead at a certain point in time. None of 

these graphs provide enough data to fully represent the forces involved in the collision and how they 

affect each spearhead. However, they can complement the still pictures and highlight noteworthy 

velocity related performance differences.  

If compared, the two graphs contribute to the interpretation of each collision. To begin with, the 

maximum stress level graphs (fig. 9 & 11) show the initial phase of the collision, where forces are 

most elevated. At 1500 m/s the average stress levels (fig. 8) and maximum stress levels (fig. 9) are to 

a certain extent reversed. Spearheads that experienced low levels of average stress, experienced 

higher levels of maximum stress. This could to a certain extent already be observed in the still 

pictures, where spearheads with smaller areas under elevated stress simultaneously showed higher 

stress values in those areas. However, some new observations are possible. First of all, spearhead 2 

and 4 both show relatively high levels of average and maximum stress. Spearhead 4 experienced 

considerably higher levels of maximum stress than all other spearheads when it collided with the 

ballistic gelatine. Furthermore, spearhead 1 and 3 demonstrate the opposite performance 

characteristics. Spearhead 1 experienced the lowest level of average stress throughout the collision, 

while spearhead 3 experienced the lowest level of maximum stress almost throughout the entire 

collision. 

 

 

Figure 8 Average stress experienced by each entire spearhead at 1500 m/s. X-axis: time (s). Y-axis: equivalent stress (Pa).  
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Figure 9 Maximum stress experienced in one area at 1500 m/s. X-axis: time (s). Y-axis: equivalent stress (Pa).  

 

 

The line graphs representing collisions at 4.65 m/s (fig. 10 & 11) mirror the general observation made 

at 1500 m/s: maximum and average stress are to a certain extent reversed, as a result of forces being 

experienced over smaller or larger areas. Furthermore, spearhead 2, 4 and 5 display similar 

performance characteristics as at 1500 m/s. Spearhead 2 and 5 have high average stress levels and 

spearhead 4’s maximum stress level is notably elevated at the point of impact. Nonetheless, the line 

graphs at 4.65 m/s show that some performance characteristics are altered when the impact velocity 

is changed. Spearhead 1 no longer has the lowest level of average stress and spearhead 3 does not 

have the lowest maximum stress levels. Conversely, at this speed, spearhead 2 experience the least 

amount of maximum stress, spearhead 1 the most and spearhead 4 the least amount of average 

stress. Finally, it is important to reemphasize that the spearheads only experienced 0,1 % of the 

stress compared to what they experienced at 1500 m/s. Therefore, the differences shown in the line 

graphs would affect the performance of the spearheads at 4.65 m/s to a much smaller extent. A 

peculiar phenomena is that spearhead 6 experience average and maximum stress in a similar 

sequence of events  to the spearhead (2) closest to it in size at 1500 m/s, while at 4.65 m/s it mirrors 

that experienced by the spearhead (1) made with the same technique.   
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Figure 10 Average stress experienced by each entire spearhead at 4.65 m/s. X-axis: time (s). Y-axis: equivalent stress (Pa). 

 

 

Figure 11 Maximum stress experienced in one area at 4.65 m/s. X-axis: time (s). Y-axis: equivalent stress (Pa). 

 

 

 

3.1.2 Total deformation of ballistic gelatine 
 

Still pictures (fig. 12 & 13) of the most (target 1) and the least (target 3) deformed targets are 

analysed alongside average total deformation line graphs. The number of the target corresponds to 

the number of the spearhead. The total deformation still pictures and line graphs (fig. 14 & 15) are 

less informative than their equivalent stress level counterparts. Furthermore, relative performance 

differences at 1500 m/s and 4.65 m/s also appear to be much less significant compared to the stress 
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experienced at different velocities. The reason why visual and numerical target data carry less 

information is discussed below. However, a few observations can be made. Spearhead 1 clearly 

deforms its target the most and spearhead 3 the least at both velocities. The different levels of 

impact respective spearhead have, can be appreciated by studying the still pictures at 4.65 m/s (fig 

12 & 13). Spearhead not only create a visibly larger hole (perhaps equivalent to a permanent wound 

cavity cf. Wilkins et al. 2014) but an impact wave is also propagated throughout the simulated 

ballistic gelatine of the target (perhaps to a certain extent equivalent to a temporary wound cavity, 

cf. Wilkins et al. 2014), whereas the hole and the wave propagation is much more limited in target 3. 

Finally, two differences may be noteworthy. The deformation created by spearhead 1 is much less 

pronounced at 4.65 m/s and spearhead 5 and 6 seem to deform the target less at 4.65 m/s, relative 

to the other spearheads. However, these differences may be due to that the collision was not 

completed at the lower velocities. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Total deformation of target 1, by spearhead 1 at 4.65 m/s. 
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Figure 13 Total deformation of target 3, by spearhead 3 at 4.65 m/s. 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Total deformation at 1500 m/s. X-axis: time (s). Y-axis: deformation (m). 
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Figure 15 Total deformation at 4.65 m/s. X-axis: time (s). Y-axis: deformation (m). 

 

 

 

3.1.3 Spearhead durability 
 

The average and maximum equivalent stress level graphs could be used to draw a couple of 

conclusions relating to durability. First of all, at 1500 m/s the pressure flaked spearhead (1) was the 

object that received the smallest amount of average equivalent stress during the entire collision, 

while at the same time deforming the target the most. Furthermore, this “potential durability” of 

spearhead 1 could be related to it being pressure flaked. It is likely that pressure flaking increases 

morphological precision and therefore enables the creation of more symmetrical points (Jan Apel 

personal comment). Consequently, it could be the more symmetrical form that makes spearhead 1 

potentially more durable (cf. Odell & Cowan 1986). Conversely, the spearhead (3) made with hard 

percussion technique that received the least amount of maximum stress at 1500 m/s also deformed 

its target the least. However, the other pressure flaked point (spearhead 6) did not turn out to be as 

potentially durable as spearhead 1, although it did make the second largest target impact. The acute 

angle between spearhead 1’s point and shoulder could also have contributed to its potential 

durability. Interestingly, a change in velocity shows that these generalizations do not apply to all 

conditions. Furthermore, the three spearheads (2, 3 & 4), created with hard percussion technique 

that appear intuitively similar, are not graphically identical. The simulation indicates that small 

morphological variation can have important functional consequences. These are important 

observations: the functionality of a spearhead is determined by the conditions of its usage and 

minute morphological variation can be important. Simulation velocity variation can be regarded as a 

potential influence of an original historical environment and the recognition of the original 

situational influences illustrates why descriptive functional analyses are preferable to conclusive 

ones. Original, historically situated influences and how functional data should relate to them will be 

discussed in the discussion chapter. 
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3.1.4 Spearhead ”stopping power” 
The simulations’ contributions to an analysis of spearhead “stopping/killing power” proved to be 

more problematic. Even though, the “target total deformation line graphs” can be used as functional-

morphological descriptions. The widest spearhead (1) displaced by far the most amount of ballistic 

gelatine. Wide and flat points are known do more damage than points with a more spatially equal 

cross-sectional distribution (cf. Friis-Hansen 1990:498). However, there was no correlation between 

width and stopping power in the rest of the sample. At 1500 m/s, the two pressure flaked points (1 & 

6), deformed the target the most, while a similar performance is not evident at 4.65 m/s. Once again 

the performance of pressure flaked points and the relationship between shape and performance in 

general seems velocity and force related. Otherwise, results appear linear (compared to stress 

values) and there are few performance differences at 4.65 m/s compared to 1500 m/s. The linear 

values of the target data appear related to the simplicity of the simulated targets, as the targets were 

very thin (to minimize computation time) and the material properties of them were soft enough for 

all spearheads to penetrate. A harder, deeper and more complex target would have tested the 

penetrating qualities of the spearheads simultaneously as it tested their tissue replacing abilities, 

thus resulting in line graphs with more complex functional-morphological information. Finally, the 

distorted edges of the simulated spearheads could potentially have affected results 

disproportionally, since sharp edges are influential projectile characteristics (cf. Christensen 1986). 

 

 

3.2 Organic residue analysis 
 

3.2.1 Transmitted light microscopy 
 

The two spearheads (4 & 6) that had been kept in a freezer, after the thrusting experiments, were 

covered in animal tissue where they had struck the pork belly. However, individual residue 

deposition patterns were different. The distal part of spearhead 4 (fig. 16) was covered in glistening 

grease and tissue concentrations were evident at uneven surfaces, primarily close to small flake 

terminations. Consequently, a lot of tissue was deposited on the edge of spearhead 4. At a 2,5X 

magnification, the fatty tissue appeared as wet, sinuous lumps, whose shine made photography 

difficult (fig. 16). Conversely, the tissue that covered the distal part of spearhead 6 (fig. 17) appeared 

to be drier and concentrated in streaks of fat. Furthermore, tissue was concentrated in areas that 

had a positive inclination towards the target, leaving areas with a negative inclination with smaller 

amounts of residue. At a magnification of 2,5X residues appeared as lumps of white fat. Furthermore, 

the only blood residue in all of the experiments was found close to the edge of spearhead 6 

(microscope photo fig. 17). 
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Figure 16 Spearhead 4. Tissue residues on the ventral (left) and dorsal (right) sides. The black line represents the right limit 
of areas with visible tissue residues. Tissue residue concentrations are highlighted in yellow. Microscope photo position is 
indicated by black frame. Background photo by Stefan Gustafsson, Arkeologikonsult.  

 

 

Figure 17 Spearhead 6. Tissue residues on the ventral (left) and dorsal (right) sides. The black line represents the right limit 
of areas with visible tissue residues. Tissue residue concentrations are highlighted in yellow. Microscope photo position is 
indicated by black frame. Background photo by Stefan Gustafsson, Arkeologikonsult.  

 

 

A few interesting observations can be made. The different appearance of the deposited fat can 

probably be explained by the optical effect the white surface of spearhead 6 has, compared to the 

effect of the dark surface of spearhead 4. However, these distinctive visual manifestations raise the 

question if different types of flint can affect organic residue degradation. Additionally, the more 

distinct and diverse inclination that pressure flaking creates, evident on spearhead 6 seems to have 

an effect on residue deposition, as do the sharp flake terminations, resulting from direct percussing 

flaking, on spearhead 4. Although these observations need to be confirmed by the analysis of a larger 

sample, it can at least be concluded that residues originating from the same practice are deposited 

differently depending on the structure of the point.  
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Figure 18 Spearhead 1. Adhesive soil and tissue residues on the ventral (left) and dorsal (right) sides. Tissue residue 
concentrations are highlighted in yellow and adhesive soil in red. Microscope photo positions are indicated by black and 
white frames. Background photo by Stefan Gustafsson, Arkeologikonsult.  

 

 

 

Figure 19 Spearhead 5. Adhesive soil on the ventral (left) and dorsal (right) sides. The black line represents the right limit of 
areas with visible adhesive soil. Adhesive soil concentrations are highlighted in red. Microscope photo positions are indicated 
by black frames. Background photo by Stefan Gustafsson, Arkeologikonsult. 

 

The two spearheads (1 & 5) that were examined for organic residues, after soil incubation, only had 

distinct fat deposited in one area: on the distal part of spearhead 1’s ventral side. However, the 

appearance of adhesive soil revealed areas where concentrations of pig tissue might have originally 

been concentrated. An area of fat residues was apparent on the distal part of the ventral side of 

spearhead 1 (fig. 18). At a magnification of 2.5X the fat appeared in white lumps that appeared to be 

reacting with the surrounding soil, as evident by the white fat being in a process of receiving the 

colour of the soil (fig. 18). Instead, on most surface areas, the original presence of fat was revealed 

by adhesive soil. The adhesiveness was discovered when the spearheads were washed under a gentle 

stream of water and the fact that these depositional patterns are related to faunal residues is 

supported by two observations. First of all, no areas of adhesive soil appeared on the incubated 

blank (spearhead 2) after it was rinsed. Rather, the soil deposition of spearhead 2 appeared as an 

even lens of sparsely distributed particles (fig. 20).  
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Figure 20 Patterns of soil deposition. From left: an even lens of sparse, fine soil particles (spearhead 2), adhesive soil close to 
a small flake termination (spearhead 5), adhesive soil in an area with positive inclination towards the target (spearhead 1), 
tissue residues reacting with soil on an area with positive inclination towards the target (spearhead 1).  

The second observation that supports the hypothesis that the adhesive soil is the result of a tissue-

soil interaction are the depositional patterns that spearhead 1 shares with spearhead 6 and 

spearhead 5 shares with spearhead 4. On the pressure flaked spearhead 1 (fig. 18), the adhesive soil 

is evenly deposited on the part of the point that has a positive inclination towards the target, 

whereas adhesive soil is concentrated close to small flake terminations in the spearhead (5) created 

by hard percussion technique (fig 19). 

Finally, even though there is some depositional variation, a general observation can be made: tissue 

residues from a spear thrust seems to be concentrated close to the tip of the spearhead. As a result 

of this observation, organic residue extraction was performed on the tips of the spearheads (see 

materials and methods).  
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3.2.2 Organic residue analysis 
The use of an experimental protocol with different types of post-experimental protocols (see tab. 5) 

and a sequential extraction protocol resulted in a substantial organic residue variation, both 

regarding extract amounts and components (see table 6). 

 

Table 6 Residue amounts extracted and their components. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

In general, there was a greater amount of lipids on used spearheads that were not incubated in 

propagation soil (4 & 6). However, the amount extracted from the incubated spearhead (1), where 

visible residues remained after incubation (see fig. 15), exceeded the amount extracted from one of 

the frozen spearheads (6). Nonetheless, the amounts of residues extracted from the two incubated 

spearheads (1 & 5) were at least double that of the spearhead blank (3), kept in the freezer. 

Furthermore, the incubated spearhead blank (2) yielded even less and a proportionally larger 

amount of soil and plant related fat, like stigmasterol and-sitosterol. Additionally, the fact that so 

different amounts of extractives were retrieved from the non-incubated spearheads (4 & 6) is 

GCMS 
Sample 

Description 
Extractives 

(g) 
Components 

1 
Spearhead 1 
extraction 1 

1258 Fatty acids (incl. hydroxy fatty acids) 

2 
Spearhead 2 
extraction 1 

74 
Fatty acids, Monoacylglycerides, -sitosterol, 
stigmasterol 

3 
Spearhead 3 
extraction 1 

112 Fatty acids, Squalene, Cholesterol 

4 
Spearhead 4 
extraction 1 

8675 Fatty acids, tr. Squalene, Cholesterol 

5 
Spearhead 5 
extraction 1 

240 Fatty acids, tr. Squalene, Triacylglycerides 

6 
Spearhead 6 
extraction 1 

869 Saccharides, Fatty acids, Triacylglycerides 

7 
Propagation soil 
sample 

1792 Long-chain Fatty acids, -sitosterol 

8 
Internal 
standard 
control 

0 C36 internal standard 

11 
Spearhead 1 
extraction 2 

35 Fatty acids 

12 
Spearhead 2 
extraction 2 

18 Fatty acids 

13 
Spearhead 3 
extraction 2 

70 Fatty acids, Paraffin (excluded from quantification) 

14 
Spearhead 4 
extraction 2 

3723 
Fatty acids (strong contribution from unsaturated), 
Paraffin (excluded from quantification) 

15 
Spearhead 5 
extraction 2 

32 Fatty acids 

16 
Spearhead 6 
extraction 2 

811 Fatty acids (strong contribution from unsaturated) 
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noteworthy. Spearhead 4 yielded ten times the extractives spearhead 6 did. Since the tip area 

variation cannot explain the difference, it remains to be tested if this could be explained by flint 

knapping technique (direct percussion or pressure flaking), flint material property, or if it is simply a 

case of chance. In contrast, among the incubated spearheads it was the pressure flaked spearhead 

(1) that generated around five times the amount of extractives that the spearhead (5) made with 

direct percussion technique did: an indication that, besides taphonomical conditions, it is chance or 

individual point properties that determine residue conservation.   

The second extraction managed to produce additional extractives in all samples. However, the 

amount extracted diverged considerably. In one case (spearhead 1), only 3 % of the extractives 

generated by the first extraction were retrieved, while another spearhead (6) yielded 93% of the 

amount produced by the first extraction. Additionally, since these were the two pressure flaked 

samples, the observation reemphasizes the fact that residue conservation does not seem to be 

related to flint technology but rather to taphonomy, chance and perhaps individual point properties. 

Nonetheless, since all samples yielded additional extractives, the two-step extraction protocol 

demonstrates that residues are attached to flint with different bond strength and by using diverse 

extraction techniques, it is possible to differentiate the chemical compounds that are bound. 

Consequently, extractive components and proportions from the second extraction also differed from 

the first extraction. Most notably, lipids that could have been the result of skin contamination during 

handling, such as squalene and cholesterol were to a large extent removed by the first extraction. 

Instead, in the second extraction, a laboratory contaminant, paraffin, appeared in one experimental 

freezer sample (spearhead 4) and one freezer blank (spearhead 3).  
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4. Discussion 
 

 

4.1 The benefits and applications of the methodology 
 

4.1.1 3D-scanning and continuum mechanical simulations in performance studies 
 

In the literature review, projectile performance studies were identified as promising for analyses of 

the societal aspects of an artefact. Traditionally, performance studies have relied on morphological 

approximations. Archaeological projectiles have either been represented by replicas (see for example 

Johansson 1977; Fischer et al. 1984; Zetterlund 1985; Söderblom 1990) or by a limited number of 

measurements (see for example Christensen 1986; Friis-Hansen 1990; Hughes 1998). Although 

techniques with higher morphological precision, such as 3D-scanning (Shott & Trail 2010; Kaňáková 

et al. 2019) and geometric morphometrics (Serwatka 2018) have been used on projectiles, these 

have yet to produce descriptions with functional information. The continuum mechanical simulations 

of 3D-scanned points solve these problems, as the morphology of actual archaeological artefacts can 

be analysed with high precision and result in functional descriptions in the form of, for example, still 

pictures or line graphs.  

A recurrent problem in projectile performance studies is how to relate the results to a social or 

historical reality, i.e. making them historically relevant. Consequently, analyses of a similar material 

can result in widely divergent historical analyses, often either completely relegating the role of 

projectile performance (see for example Friis-Hansen 1990) or making it the primary motivation for 

technological or morphological evolution (see for example Fischer 1988). The continuum mechanical 

simulations show that, even on a purely ballistic or mechanical level, stone point performance is 

relative in relationship to velocity and force, as spearheads show different performance 

characteristics at 1500 m/s and 4.65 m/s. Furthermore, lithic points emerge from complex social 

realities, where, human technological strategies, morphological intentions, skills and traditions all 

play a part in shaping stone point performance, besides functional considerations. To position lithic 

point functionality and performance in such a social reality, aspects of the relationship between 

human intention, functionality, technology and the agency of the material need to be included in any 

functional analysis. These factors affect point morphology and use in complex ways: 

First of all, human intention is only partially or indirectly directed towards functional goals. In Polly 

Weissners (1983) classical text on social design in San arrowheads, the most notable morphological 

variation was caused by the arrow maker’s level of skill; a skilled craftsman created more 

symmetrical and uniform arrowheads. Additionally, arrowheads were only intentionally designed to 

be similar for each set of arrows that a hunter created; when skill developed, so did arrowhead 

morphology. However, functional considerations seemed instinctively paramount. Accordingly, when 

confronted with their neighbours’ arrowheads, the San hunters valued their potential performance. 

Finally, Weissner observed that the significant formal intra-group arrowhead variation that 

manifested on language group level, correlated with the population level where subsistence risk was 

pooled. Weissner’s study seems to indicate that functional performance is important but that minute 

differences are more related to craft skill, rather than any functional intention. Comparably, in a 

contemporary study to Weissner’s, Roy Larick (1985) analysed how Maasai iron spearhead style was 

consciously altered by age groups in the Samburu district in Kenya. Although an apparently 
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completely social phenomena, Laricks text reveals that functional considerations were not 

insignificant. In one age group, spearheads were modified to suite elephant and rhinoceros hunt 

during the 1970s. Hence, spear performance can influence a design that is equally intended to be 

social. Even though these examples indicate the complex relationship between human intent and 

point armament design, other anthropologists go even further, when describing such relationships. 

In a text on Nuer spear symbolism, Edward Evans-Pritchard (1970) emphasizes how seemingly 

symbolic relationships originate in close material relationships, often beyond human awareness. A 

similar conclusion is reached in a study of Awá (a group of hunter-gatherers in the Western 

Amazonas of Brazil) arrow making: Gonzalez-Ruibal et al. (2011) describes the practice of Awá arrow 

making, bow hunting and the everyday handling of bows and arrows as a “technology of the self”; a 

practice which generates situations where weapons and persons are “mutually constitutive”. In a 

sense, material and human agency are blurred to such an extent that the relationship between 

projectile functionality and other societal phenomena are seemingly impossible to disentangle. 

Consequently, the relationship between human intention and lithic point performance is more 

complex than generally accepted. 

Second of all, functionality is relative. It is the usefulness of an object, or a practice, in a certain 

situation that determines its prevalence and characteristics, not its general performance in an 

experimental setting. To use an illustrative example, students of combat and hunting in non-modern 

societies are used to regularly encountering practices that are considered both functional and 

important by the warriors and hunters themselves, even though these practices appear to have a 

very limited influence on the outcome of the activity. Evidently, what is perceived as functional in 

one society can be considerably different from what others, especially a modern observer, would 

deem utilitarian. As a consequence, the time and energy invested in, for example, “War Medicine”, 

weapon rituals, divination and the construction of “stylistic” elements on military technology (that 

are supposed to have a practical impact), can become as great or even greater than the effort put 

into fashioning the measurable material qualities of a weapon. Comparably, the significance of 

psychology on every aspect of combat, including material objects and physical phenomenon, is well-

known in modern War studies (see for example Watson 1980; Van Crevald 1989; Grossman & 

Christensen 2008:199ff; Wlodarczyk 2009). Consequently, non-mechanical phenomena can severely 

affect the outcome of activities like hunting or combat -even from a modern perspective. That is to 

say: the complexity of real-life situations renders a one-dimensional view of functionality impractical 

and reminds us that hunting and combat are not theoretical endeavours. Therefore, a theory of 

functionality is useful as long as it results in a positive practical effect, regardless of how truthful the 

theory is and caution should be taken when evaluating the performance of a weapon in a setting 

where priorities are unknown.  

Third of all, in a knapping tradition, stone technological aspects influence morphology to a great 

degree. Hence, the morphology of a flaked stone projectile point is equally dependent on situational 

technological preconditions and considerations, as it is on normative cultural traditions (Apel et al. in 

prep). In a coming article Jan Apel et al. (in prep) criticize the exclusive use of morphological criteria 

in cladistics stone tool analyses. The authors emphasize that the final shape of a flaked stone 

projectile point is, besides the skill of the knapper and raw-material availability (cf. Apel 2008), the 

result of several technological elements (for example gestures, tools, cores and temporary 

intentions) in a reduction sequence. A specific chronological structuring of such elements results in a 

technological syntax and a particular morphology is the outcome of such syntax and an idea of what 

to create. Furthermore, the shape of a stone point may also reflect situated necessity and point 

lifecycle position (ontogeny). From this perspective, the morphology of a certain point does not 

necessarily reflect an ideal cultural form. Instead, the morphology may be the result of pragmatism 
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i.e. the re-sharpening of a formally distinct point (Flenniken 1985; Flenniken & Raymond 1986; 

Buchanan 2006). Hence, any study of the relationship between performance and morphological 

variation in lithic objects must, besides skill, consider the role of technological syntax, ontogeny and 

raw material availability. Furthermore, from a technological perspective, functional, stylistic and 

manufactural intentions can converge.  Experiments show that symmetrical points increase stone 

point durability (Odell & Cowan 1986; cf. the results chapter of this thesis). At the same time, 

symmetry is a universal measure of beauty. On top of all this, the ability to perceive symmetry seems 

to be a prerequisite to easily memorize sub-goals, during a knapping process, in the form of mental 

templates (Apel et al. 2018: 12). Consequently, the skill of a bifacial knapper can be assessed by 

measuring the level of three dimensional symmetry of an object (Darmark 2010). Perhaps due to this, 

symmetry was the dimension that Polly Weissner (1983) and her San informants intuitively perceived 

as the most important arrowhead characteristic. Thus it appears as though, from a technological 

perspective, function, style and skill can become indistinguishable.  

Fourth, and finally, military history can illustrate how hard it is to assess performance characteristics 

in a historical setting and that performance characteristics can be viewed as affordances (i. e. 

physical action possibilities as defined by Gibson 1979), endowed with agency. Modern military 

technological misjudgements is the theme of military historian Azriel Lorbers famous work Misguided 

Weapons (2002). Lorbers text is occupied with examples, where decision makers misjudged new 

technology, primarily situations where new technology was introduced to the battlefield during the 

last half of the 19th century and the first part of the 20th century. The agency of material functionality 

is obvious when decision makers, scientists and military personnel are forced to change their fighting 

technique or tactics to suite the new technology or risk disaster. Lorber himself claims (2002: 229) 

that the most important cause of these “failures” is the inability to accept and analyse technology in 

its totality, in an ever-changing environment. Hence, a performance characteristic always has the 

potential to be historically relevant, regardless if humans are aware of this potentiality. Conversely, a 

functional trait employed in one situation may become irrelevant in another. The functional multi-

dimensionality of an object thus makes it even harder to make archaeological generalisations out of 

experimentally derived performance characteristics.  

The complex situations, illustrated above, in which a stone point emerge, demonstrates why 

conclusive statements on stone point performance, ahistorical experiments and morphological 

analyses have largely failed to become relevant in archaeological analyses that aim at describing 

social realities. The advantage with the continuum mechanical method, in regards to these problems, 

is two-fold. First of all, it provides the researcher with precise data that could be used as functional-

morphological descriptions. Line graphs, still pictures and other data could not only be used to 

compare the potential performance of archaeological lithic points, with high precision, but resulting 

statistical analyses could provide “patterns of similarity” (cf. Shott & Trail 2010) that could be used in 

conjunction with other archaeological lines of evidence. Second of all, since variables can be added 

or altered in continuum mechanical simulations, this method makes it possible to at least 

theoretically approach the complexity of real-life situations and realities. As shown above, a change 

of an apparently simple variable, like velocity, also notably changes performance. 

Because of their precision and descriptive nature, continuum mechanical spearhead and projectile 

data could be a compliment to technological analyses of stone artefacts. As presented in the 

discussion, morphological traits can often be explained by technological syntax (Apel et al. in prep) 

and ontogeny (Flenniken 1985). However, it remains to be studied how technological and 

morphological peculiarities simultaneously affects function and if these manufacture details are 

intentional (see Kaňáková et al. 2019 for such an example). For example, how bifacial edge pressure 
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flaking and true parallel flaking affects projectile performance (cf. Darmark & Apel 2008: 177), if 

there is functional continuity in technological change and how the Southern Scandinavian flint 

spearhead tradition differs from the Northern Scandinavian from a performance perspective. It 

should be remembered that spearhead 6 followed a similar sequence of stress related events during 

both its collision at 1500 m/s and 4.65 m/s, to two rather morphologically different spearheads (1 & 

2). Even though, in this case, it was due to chance and not the intention of the knapper, a larger 

sample could provide significant performance similarities, where there is morphological difference, 

thus potentially identifying functional intention or unintended material agency. In union with 

technological analyses, such research could provide new entrances to the social reality of Stone Age 

Scandinavia. 

 

4.1.2 3D-scanning and the continuum mechanical simulations in stone point and target 

classification 
The preoccupation with identifying and classifying stone points and projectiles in current projectile 

research was recognized as a consequence of Palaeolithic research issues. Likewise, the problem 

identified with use-wear studies was their limited ability to generate complex, reliable and useful 

knowledge, from an object already functionally classified by the Direct Historic Approach. However, 

the literature review of stone spearheads in Fennoscandinavia indicated that improved lithic point 

classification is necessary, if ambiguous artefacts and multi-functionality are to be studied. Also, tip 

stress patterns from, primarily, the 4.65 m/s collisions resemble the shape of single or double impact 

burination fractures (see fig. 3), associated with projectile collisions. Therefore, it appears as though 

continuum mechanical simulations could be used to improve lithic point identification and 

classification. Since continuum mechanical simulations can test the effect of several variables on an 

archaeological object, it is at least theoretically possible that such an analysis could predict which 

situation would produce certain fractures, on a specific lithic point. All other methods either rely on 

morphological generalizations (see for example Thomas 1978; Shott 1997; Hutchings 2016) or the 

identification of use-wear on archaeological points similar to that on experimental replicas (see for 

example Fischer et al. 1984; Fischer 1985; Iovita et al. 2016 Sano et al. 2016; Clarkson 2016). A 

continuum mechanical method would be able to test a fractured stone point until the situation that 

replicates the fracture best is identified. Alternatively, the simulations could help identify targets 

from fracture patterns, as envisioned by Fischer et al. in 1984. However, this would require input 

variables with very high precision. First of all, the point would have to be reliably reconstructed. In 

particular, a reconstruction would imbue the simulation with a source of error, if large parts of the 

fractured point were absent. Second of all, to be a relevant fracture estimation, material property 

data would also have to be very precise, perhaps requiring identification and material testing on a 

mineral source level. Finally, the complexity of real-life hunting and combat situations requires an 

almost immeasurable amount of variables to be tested. Weapons could hit materially different parts 

of a target. It could also miss a target and collide with common materials (as stones and wood), as 

well as uncommon materials that are hard to predict and include in every simulation protocol. 

Furthermore, in a chaotic situation, projectiles are likely shoot from varied and unintended angles 

and spearheads are affected by slashing, as well as post penetrative and improvised movements. On 

top of all, alternative causes of fracture, like trampling or breakage during manufacture, would also 

require simulation.  Therefore, to satisfactory pursue a continuum mechanical projectile 

identification project would likely require a database far beyond the scope of a single study. 

Additionally, current 3D-scanners cannot reconstruct the micro traces that are the most common 

use-wear (cf. Fischer 1985: 14). Nonetheless, continuum mechanical simulations still offer new ways 

to analyse projectile fracture patterns and the presence of different delivery systems. 
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In relation to Stone Age Scandinavia, a high precision spearhead fracture, analysis could help answer 

fighting and hunting technical research questions and better define the relation between spear and 

human body. Additionally, the student of Stone and Bronze Age Scandinavia has important 

complementary sources. Spear-wielders can be found in both Northern and Southern Scandinavian 

rock art. In the Southern Scandinavian Bronze Age rock art tradition, there are at least some spears 

that appear to be stone-headed (Bertilsson 2019). The prevalence of certain motives, fighting 

techniques, targets or patterns of movement could be compared to fracture patterns. Furthermore, 

such an analysis could be even more informative by combining it with organic residue analysis. 

 

4.1.3 Organic residue analysis and lithic point functionality 
An organic residue analysis, directed towards a specific archaeological material (flint spearheads) has 

several advantages, even though it cannot circumvent certain methodological difficulties, all lithic 

residue analyses face (see below). First of all, since there is already an idea regarding the identity of 

the stone artefact and what types of activities it was ones part of, hypotheses can be formulated 

concerning residue deposition and the presence of certain extractive components. Additionally, 

experiments can be directed towards replicating these activities. As shown above, such experiments 

reveal residue deposition patterns that are activity and artefact specific. The experimental spear 

thrusts resulted in faunal tip residue concentrations and flint manufacture details may have 

generated dissimilar depositional patterns. In this sample, residues were found close to flake 

terminations on stones created with hard percussion technique and on surfaces positively inclined 

towards the target on pressured flaked spearheads. Furthermore, the results also indicate that an 

artefact and activity specific approach can make optical analyses useful on newly excavated 

archaeological artefacts, even though the method is not used to identify residues. In this experiment, 

deposition patterns of adhesive soil on incubated spearheads were reminiscent of how pig tissue was 

deposited on non-incubated spearheads. As a consequence, a hypothesis regarding weapon/tool 

identity, weapon/tool activity and craft technique could be used to find surfaces from which desired 

residues could be extracted, regardless of the macro- or microscopic structure of these residues.  

The sequenced extraction technique did not only show that there are residues attached to the stone 

with stronger bonds than what traditional non-acid/non-heating extraction techniques can dissolve, 

it can also potentially address important methodological issues related to lithic residue analysis. First 

of all, identified residues may originate from soil or post-excavation contamination (cf. Croft 2018b). 

Post-excavation contamination could be detrimental to a confident identification of residues of 

archaeological tissue, since post-excavation skin-contact would leave lipids that could be mistaken 

for archaeological residues. However, in a sequenced extraction protocol, the first extraction seems 

to remove many modern lipid contaminants. In this analysis, this is indicated by the fact that typical 

skin-contact contaminants, like cholesterol and squalene, are not main components in any second 

extraction. The other issue that could be addressed with a multi-extraction protocol is related to 

which events residues on stone artefacts actually represent (cf. Croft 2018b). Even though no results 

in this analysis could be used to indicate residues from more than one experimental event (for 

example thrusts into different types of targets or antler residues from pressure flaking), the issue of 

separating “residue events” could be addressed with a multi-extraction protocol.  

Functional residues on flint spearheads are naturally related to specific research issues: the 

prevalence of conflict and different types of hunting, as well as questions relating to ceremony and 

ritual. Simplistically, traces of a certain animal would indicate a specific type of hunt, human residues 

conflict and non-use some kind of ceremonial practice. However, disregarding the methodological 

development needed for such taxonomical precision (see below), this kind of reasoning is 
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problematic in an archaeological real-world environment. First of all, absence of confirmed usage 

does not equal evidence of non-use. In comparison, in Anders Fischers et al. (1984) and Lombard et 

al. (2004) samples, of experimental spearhead, thrown or thrusted at animal targets, a substantial 

portion (≈ 40-45%) lacked macro wear. Second of all, practices and concepts of conflict and hunting 

are not always simple to separate analytically. The historical and ethnographical record provides 

several types of activities that could be interpreted as hunting of humans and conflict with certain 

species of animal (cf. Lundström 2019). An analysis of functional residues would thus benefit from 

incorporating perspectives from Human-Animal Studies. Third of all, ceremonial or ritual practices do 

not only entail non-use and impracticality. To the contrary, these practices were probably 

incorporated in every-day life and would have included actions indistinguishable from those involved 

in actual hunting or combat. For example, residue analyses of funnel-beaker pottery from the Early 

Neolithic (4000-3000 cal. BC) site Skogsmossen, in Central Sweden, show that ritually deposited pots 

contain residues indistinguishable from those created by varied everyday use (Isaksson & Hallgren 

2012). Finally, weapon multi-functionality should be considered in all organic residue analyses. Such 

practices are certainly ethnographically more widespread than generally recognized and 

encompasses weapon usages outside of hunting and combat (see for example Greaves 1997). 

Consequently, an organic residue analysis protocol that acknowledge the specific problems related to 

the analysis of stone point armament is certainly beneficial. In regards to the methodology tested in 

this thesis, two components of such a protocol have proven promising: an activity related optical 

analysis and a two-step extraction. Through an activity related optical analysis it is possible to 

postulate hypotheses regarding how residue depositions would regularly look and a multi-step 

extraction could address questions of multi-functionality. However, it is difficult to envision an 

analysis where the organic residue protocol alone would solve all these problems. To do this, the 

organic residue analysis would have to complemented with other lines of archaeological evidence, 

including other types of stone point armament analyses.  

 

4.1.4 Continuum mechanical simulations in combination with organic residue analysis 
Knowledge of Stone Age Scandinavia and other archaeological contexts could be gained by 

combining the two methodologies tested in this thesis. However, to do so requires an understanding 

of how projectile performance, evidence of projectile fracture patterns and functional organic 

residues on lithic points relate. In evolutionary-archaeology, the concept of function has probably 

been discussed and developed more than in any other archaeological tradition. In a classic text, 

Dunnell (1978:199) gave a usually precise definition of function in relation to “style”. Dunnell defined 

function as “manifest in those forms that directly affect the Darwinian fitness of the populations in 

which they occur”. Even though Dunnells definition lacked a methodology, it was precise enough to 

be a potentially useful analytical tool. Subsequent evolutionary archaeologist have therefore created 

methodologies based on this definition. One such methodology was developed by Timothy D. 

Maxwell (2001). Maxwell discussed how different types of evolutionary concepts of function relates 

to Dunnell definition, how these can be derived from the archaeological material and problems 

inherent in the application of the evolutionary model. First of all, to potentially represent an 

adaption (i.e. measurable Darwinian fitness), a directional selection of a functional trait must be 

identified in the archaeological material. This can be problematic, since both drift/random walk and 

sorting (directional selection of an associated trait) can imitate a directional selection of the 

functional trait of interest. Furthermore, a functional trait does actually not need to be an adaption 

to affect fitness, as causal role function, valuable functional dimensions in a form that were not the 

reason behind the adaption of the form, can affect if the form is kept. Consequently, in order to 

make this concept suite an archaeological analysis, Maxwell proposed a model based on two 
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concepts: functional effect and functional role. Functional effect represents the physical 

consequences of a trait or an attribute. Therefore, functional effect is largely ahistorical and can be 

derived from performance studies, such as the continuum mechanical simulations in this thesis. 

Conversely, functional role is a functional effect that influences Darwinian fitness. The role implies 

that the trait is evolutionary active and thus fits Dunnells definition of function. As a consequence, 

the functional role is also historically active. Unfortunately, in many archaeological analyses material 

availability and project demarcations restrict the use of evolutionary-archaeological methods. 

However, in a limited archaeological material, continuum mechanical fracture predictions and 

organic residues analyses could be used as “historically situated” replacements for an evolutionary-

archaeological analysis.  

In a recent article (Lundström 2019), the author of this thesis discusses two different but similar 

activities, hunt and combat, in relation to lithic point armament. In the end, the most promising way 

of studying these activities, by way of lithic point armament, is formulated in a model. Those studies 

that turned out to contribute to a better understanding of prehistoric lithic points, as part of 

different activities, were either those that studied the potential effect (a concept almost identical to 

Maxwells functional effect but with a different analytical emphasis) of particular projectiles or those 

that studied observable patterns of lithic point usage. Even though the model share some traits with 

Timothy Maxwell’s (2001), it was formulated independently from it and the concept patterns of 

usage differs considerably from functional role. From an analytical point of view, the main difference 

between patterns of usage and functional role is that the former concept is analytically independent 

from the study of effect and that it makes no claims of historical importance, hence the concept can 

be used to classify results at any stage of an analysis. Although the model in Lundström 2019 is not as 

theoretically developed as that in Maxwell 2001, it would thus better serve the purpose of combining 

the two methodologies in this thesis. Consequently, the continuum mechanical performance data 

can be viewed as a testimony to the potential effects the spearheads could have, as opposed to the 

remains of actual patterns of usage that the organic residues and the continuum mechanical fracture 

classification could provide.  

The great distance between the identification of inherent potential effects and limited traces of 

patterns of usage is the actual arena of archaeological analysis. In other words: the identification of 

potential effects and patterns of usage is the starting point for an archaeological analysis. First of all, 

potential effects or patterns of usage should be studied in a material large enough for statistical 

comparison. Furthermore, as the methods in this thesis provide functional descriptions, they are 

applicable in analyses with other lines of archaeological evidence. By this method, the functional 

intent of a design could be interpreted. For example, if the design is intended for combat, hunt or 

made to suite other practical preconditions. A fundamental question such a study could approach is 

why stone headed spears were used at all, while absent in other areas. Ethnographic examples (Ellis 

1997) show that stone armament on a spear is not always preferred. The brittle nature of sharp 

stones, such as flint and obsidian, also makes stone spearheads a liability. In comparison with 

projectiles, thrusting spears need to be operational for more than one attack -a brittle part of the 

weapons system could be a serious hazard. Consequently, many societies have omitted brittle stone 

points as part of their spears, chosen organic points, less brittle stone (such as slate) or have only 

used lithic spearheads in certain situations: during attacks on sleeping enemies or when performing a 

coup de grâce. The Australian aboriginal example offers a good example of how limited the 

occurrence of stone spear points can be on a continent and highlights the fact that the employment 

of them are not part of a linear evolution, since lithic spearheads only occur in the north of Australia 

(Davidson 1934). These ethnographical observations are reminiscent of how lithic spearheads are 

distributed in Scandinavia. In Northern Scandinavia, stone spearheads occur early, regularly and 
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made out of several types of rock, while the Southern Scandinavian flint spearheads are introduced 

rather late. A systematic functional approach could also be beneficial to studies of what modern 

observers consider non-practical: ritual and ceremony. In some societies, there seems to be a 

tendency for lithic spearheads to be important ideologically and socially. For example, in Native 

American Oregon and California, stone spearheads were carried, even though there is no 

ethnographical documentation of actual use (Ellis 1997: 59). Additionally, an Aboriginal Australian 

observation supports this: in Northern Australia stone spear points were laden with more ritual 

prescriptions than their organic counterparts (Nugent 2015: 53f). Similar uses are possible in 

Scandinavian contexts. The study of potential effects and patterns of usage could provide a more 

reliable way to approach ritual and ceremony. Furthermore, such a study could also reveal 

relationships between the functional and the ritual.  

 

 

4.2 Methodological limitations and continued development 
 

4.2.1 3D-scanning and continuum mechanical simulations 
 

The use of a continuum mechanical simulation illustrates that it is possible to generate precise 

morphological data, which has functional relevance. However, techniques need improvement and 

the methodology could be developed further.  

 

4.2.1.1 Remaining sources of error 

The analysis contains several sources of error that affects the precision of the results and would limit 

the usage of them in a more complex study. These sources of error are important to emphasize, in 

order to improve and develop this method. First and foremost, the simplification and merging of the 

spearhead scans resulted in morphological distortions. The decimation of mesh faces caused surface 

details to disappear and the overall shape of the spearheads to become rougher in shape. The reason 

for this simplification was the limit put on the number of faces an imported mesh can have in ANSYS® 

Academic. A licensed program would allow considerably more complex scans to be imported. 

Additionally, during the decimation process, it was noted that the general shape of the scans were 

best kept if a complete simplification was done early on, before other configurations. Therefore, to 

retain morphological information in programs that limit complexity, the resolution set during the 

scanning procedure ought to match the complexity of the finalized mesh as close as possible. 

However, the merging of the scans caused an even more severe alteration. Three dimensional 

objects are scanned in two stages, with one side towards the lenses of the scanner and the other 

against a plate. The result is that every object consists of two scanned meshes, which need to be 

merged manually. An imperfect merge creates overlapping faces at the objects edges; an error that 

will prevent a continuum mechanical simulation. To prevent overlapping faces new spearheads were 

created with the original ones as templates, using the Poisson surface reconstruction (Kazhdan et al. 

2006) available in MeshLab™. However, the reconstruction decimated the edges, as overlapping 

areas were not reconstructed. The process caused edge decimation and relative size distortion varied 

(see tab. 2). These sources of error could be minimized by an improvement in mesh handling skill on 

the author’s part or by designating more time to post-scan processing.  
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The second source of error was the limited precision of the material properties, especially those 

given to flint. First of all, the general properties of flint should be given a computational model that 

matches its brittleness and fracture pattern as close as possible. ANSYS® AUTODYN-3D material 

property library contains such models, for example Johnson and Holmquist (1994), but not the 

specific values needed to make it applicable to flint. Furthermore, as the geophysical 

characterizations show (cf. Aliyu et al. 2017), density and rigidity values for flint may be significantly 

different depending on its source. Even though both morphological and material sources of error 

were considerable, they did not affect this analysis, due to the limited aim of the thesis. If, however, 

a study would not control these variables and include for example spearheads of different types of 

stones, if the aim of the analysis would be to study archaeological artefact details, like serration or if 

an analysis would require higher precision in general, these sources of error would have to be 

removed. Hence, it is important to find ways to limit the influence of both morphological and 

material sources of error before the method is applied to more complex archaeological research 

issues.  

 

 

4.2.1.2 Methodological development 

There are many variables that could be added to improve the precision of the continuum mechanical 

simulations. As stated above and perhaps foremost, a more complex simulated target would 

generate more informational functional-morphological projectile point descriptions. Additionally, the 

use of different types of targets would yield several projectile descriptions for one and the same 

projectile, thus significantly expanding the amount of information that could be retrieved from one 

point. Furthermore, continuum mechanical programs do not only offer terminal ballistic simulations, 

the aerodynamic properties of a projectile can also be tested. There are also ways to improve 

projectile complexity. Since the point is only a small part of a projectile (cf. Christenson 1997), other 

parts of the weapon could be added to the simulation. Above all, different types of shafts could be 

attached to the point, to make the simulation more realistic and to test how it would affect the 

performance of the point. Finally, especially with regards to a weapon that is governed by the 

complexity of human dexterity, throughout its movement into the target, like the thrusting spear (cf. 

Milks et al. 2016a), directional and force related simulation parameters could be made more 

complex. For example, an additional force could be added upon target impact to simulate a post-

penetrative movement. However, even though mechanical simulations can replicate real situations 

very well, there are probably some variables that will remain beyond replication. Complex, minute 

and unpredictable human movements are examples of such variables. Inclusions and crystal pockets, 

inside an archaeological stone artefact, also seem difficult to replicate. In particular, the presence of 

inclusions has proven markedly detrimental to the durability of experimental stone points (Frison 

1989: 771). Therefore, there will always be limits to how well the fracture of a projectile can be 

predicted by simulations.  

To improve the simulation methodology, it is also crucial to develop the acquisition and presentation 

of the most archaeologically relevant simulation data. Since simulation programs generate so much 

customized data, the development of data handling appears as important as the simulation itself. 

Even though the continuum mechanical functional-morphological descriptions are a methodological 

advancement, they still have limitations. It is evident that the line graphs only capture a small 

amount of the available information, given that they represent maximum or average values. Even for 

the limited purpose of this analysis, it was necessary to consult both the still and motional visual 3D-

data, in order to interpret the results. An apparent problem is to find a way to present the visual data 
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and to make it accessible without it becoming too cumbersome. To solve this, GM could be applied, 

with the intention of creating principal component descriptions from visual simulation data. 

Alternatively, desired data can be specified by research questions that directly relate to what results 

the simulations can present. Finally, to make continuum mechanical point classifications reliable, 

both stress and strain values need to be related to a yield criterion in the visual data. Such a setting is 

possible in ANSYS® Mechanical, but it requires more reliable and precise material data.  

 
 

4.2.2 Organic residue analysis 
Among the problems related to lithic organic residue analysis, one issue remains paramount: the 

chemical mechanisms affecting residue preservation and degradation (cf. Croft et al. 2018b). What is 

more, these mechanisms seem to degrade the object of this residue analysis, animal tissue, more 

than other residues (Wadley et al. 2004; Croft et al. 2016). Even though the extraction technique 

using direct methylation resulted in additional extractives, it remains to be tested if there are any 

components identifiable as tissue residues left on archaeological artefacts over 4000 years old. 

Experiments at Star Carr show that even local soil chemical variation and modern agricultural 

disturbances can considerably affect residue preservation (Croft el al 2016) and the experiments in 

this thesis show that a soil-tissue reaction was already well in progress after 2734 °C days. In 

archaeological samples, it would therefore be necessary to look for natural degradation markers, i.e. 

compounds created by the decay of the original biomarkers. In ceramic residue analysis, natural 

degradation markers, and several other types of molecular markers, have been identified and the 

search for additional markers is ongoing (see Regert 2011 for a review). However, as ceramics are 

often cooking vessels, lipids therein are generally affected and transformed by different processes 

than those on lithic tools and weapons. Furthermore, compared to the residue formation process on 

lithics, there is much knowledge of the residue formation process in pottery (cf Buoanasera 2005; 

Isaksson 2007). Consequently, experiments aimed at studying which markers could be present on 

lithic point armament would be beneficial. Additionally, other types of stones should be studied, to 

see if residues are preserved or degraded differently. For example, more porous rock, like slate, 

could potentially preserve larger amounts of residues. The physical properties of the soil would also 

affect how well the optical methods in this thesis could be executed. The dry nature of the 

propagation soil, used to incubate spearheads, facilitated the removal of the soil that was not 

reacting with faunal residues. Clay, for example, would not have been as easy to remove with a non-

intrusive rinse. In conclusion, the method of this thesis need to be tested on archaeological material, 

with the aim to identify natural degradation markers likely found on ancient lithic point armament.   

The research issues that could benefit from functional organic residue analyses of flint spearheads 

would in most cases require higher taxonomical precision than what was provided in this analysis. 

Ideally, to be informative regarding the function of a spearhead in combat or hunt, a residue analysis 

would at least have to generate components that could be identified on a species level. Currently, 

animal fats can be identified molecularly or isotopically on a ruminant/non-ruminant or 

terrestrial/aquatic level, by the use of a range of techniques (see Regert 2011 for a review). In certain 

cases, animal species have also been identified (see for example Mirabaud et al. 2007). To develop 

the methodology in this thesis, appropriate ways to recognize animal fat sources in naturally 

degraded material on lithics ought to be tested experimentally. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

The two methods tested in this pilot study yielded promising results.  

The continuum mechanical simulations of the 3D-scanned spearheads generated visual and graphical 

functional-morphological descriptions. These descriptions could be used with other lines of 

archaeological evidence and thereby be analysed as part of a social reality. If used carefully, 

functional description, provided by the continuum mechanical simulations, appear to be better 

suited for archaeological analyses than more generalized and less precise functional descriptions 

hitherto used in projectile research. In Scandinavian Stone Age archaeology an especially promising 

application is the use of these functional descriptions in conjunction with technological analyses. 

Furthermore, continuum mechanical simulations could help delivery system and target identification, 

by comparing predicted fracture patterns on individual archaeological projectiles, with real fractures 

found on the same artefacts. Such analyses could be used to discuss fighting and hunting 

technological research issues in Scandinavian Stone Age research. 

Functional residues could be mapped, extracted and identified by the use of an optical analysis, 

combined with a two-step extraction protocol. An artefact and activity related organic residue 

approach has several advantages. Adhesive soil, correlating with residual deposition patterns created 

by spear-thrusts, could be used to indicate the position of potential extractives. Furthermore, a 

sequenced extraction technique, used in conjunction with an activity related hypothesis, could help 

sort out contaminants and “residue events”, as well as help identify multi-functionality. Organic 

residue analysis could be used to discuss hunting, conflict and ceremony in Stone Age Scandinavia. 

However, the most rewarding results would be generated by combining organic residue analyses and 

continuum mechanical fracture predictions, as a testimony of patterns of historical uses, with 

continuum mechanical performance analyses, as a testimony of intent, potential effect and agency. 

Such analyses could provide insights into more specific Scandinavian Stone Age research issues, like 

the relationship between the utilitarian and ritual role of lithic spearheads in a specific context.  

To utilize the full potential of continuum mechanical simulations and to make simulation results 

applicable to a wider range of archaeological research issues, processing errors need to minimized 

and more variables have to be simulated. The most critical sources of error are distortions created by 

3D-object simplification and a lack of material property precision. A large amount of variables could 

be introduced to make each simulation generate more information, for example: other weapon parts 

(e. g. a shaft), air resistance, increased target complexity, additional force vectors etc. As functional 

residues on flint spearheads hypothetically belong to a category (human and animal tissue) that 

degrade considerably, functional residue analyses would benefit from improved identifications of 

natural degradation markers. Furthermore, analyses of functional residues on spearheads would also 

benefit from better taxonomical precision.  
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